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Abstract 
With demands on the radio spectrum intensifying, it is necessary to use this scarce resource 
as efﬁciently as possible. One way forward is to apply ﬂexible authorization schemes such as  
shared spectrum access. While such schemes are expected to make additional radio resource 
available and lower the spectrum access barriers, they also bring new challenges toward 
effectively dealing with the created extra interference which degrades the performance of 
networks, limiting the potential gains in a shared use of spectrum. In this thesis, to address the 
interference issue, different spectrum access schemes and deployment scenarios are 
investigated. 
  
Firstly, we consider licensed shared access where database-assisted TV white space network 
architecture is employed to facilitate the controlled access of the secondary system to the TV 
band. The operation of the secondary system is allowed only if the quality of service 
experienced by the incumbent users is preserved. Furthermore, the secondary system should 
beneﬁt itself from utilizing the TV band in licensed shared access mode. One challenge for 
efﬁcient operation of the licensed secondary system is to control the cross-tier interference 
generated at the TV receiver, taking into account the self-interference in the secondary system. 
  
Secondly, we consider co-primary shared access where multiple operators share a part of their 
spectrum. This can be done in two different operational levels, users and cells. The user level 
is done in the context of D2D communications where two users subscribed to different 
operators can transmit directly to each other. The cell level allows spectrum sharing between 
two small cells, e.g., indoor and outdoor small cells, in a dense urban environments. The main 
challenges for such scenarios are to manage the cross-tier interference generated by other 
users or cells subscribed to different operators, and to identify the amount of radio spectrum 
each operator contributes. 
  
There are several approaches to reduce the risk of interference, but they often come at a high 
price in terms of complexity and signaling overhead. In this thesis, we aim to propose low 
complexity mechanisms that take interference control and radio spectrum allocation into 
account. The proposed mechanisms are based on tractable models which characterize the 
effects of the fundamental design parameters on the system behavior in shared spectrum 
access. The models are leveraged to capture the statistic of the aggregate interference and its 
effects on the performance metrics. 
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1. Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Increasing demand for mobile data services has pushed a major change
in the philosophy of radio spectrum management. Traditionally, the allo-
cation of spectrum has been static in the sense that spectrum regulation
agencies usually conﬁne services to a ﬁxed spectrum band and grant ex-
clusive access to a license holder. In the past, this static spectrum alloca-
tion has worked effectively for protecting the licensee from harmful radio
interference. However, licensed access prohibits the usage of the spec-
trum when it is underutilized or not even used at all. The inﬂexibility of
exclusive usage leads to inefﬁcient spectrum utilization [1,2].
To enable ﬂexibility and increased utilization, the concept of shared use
of spectrum has been introduced. The shared use of spectrum allows mul-
tiple nodes to access the same range of frequencies under certain condi-
tions [3]. This concept is exempliﬁed by shared use of unlicensed spectrum
in Industrial, Scientiﬁc, and Medical (ISM) bands. In ISM bands, multiple
potential nodes such as medical and sensor devices and all WLAN users
access the spectrum without external regulations. Although, such unreg-
ulated access signiﬁcantly lowers the market entry barriers, it produces
uncontrolled interference and consequently makes it challenging to guar-
antee any Quality of Service (QoS). An alternative solution, which can
potentially solve this dilemma, is a shared use of the licensed spectrum
based on ﬂexible regulatory regimes. For instance, coexisting nodes may
operate across various licensed bands with different authorization modes.
Authorized Shared Access (ASA)/Licensed Shared Access (LSA) is a li-
censed spectrum sharing paradigm [4] where a primary license holder
(incumbent) would grant spectrum access rights to one or more secondary
1
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nodes in LSA mode (LSA licensees). A key beneﬁt of the LSA concept
is to guarantee a certain level of spectrum access and protection against
harmful interference for both incumbent and licensees that operate dif-
ferent services subject to different conditions. The LSA concept is based
on the geolocation database called the LSA repository which contains in-
formation on spectrum availability and associated conditions. The LSA is
mainly driven by European regulators [5, 6] on gaining access to 2.3 - 2.4
GHz and possibly 3.4 - 3.8 GHz spectrum for mobile broadband. In Fin-
land, the LSA concept has been successfully trialed with a LTE network
in the 2.3 GHz shared band in April 2013 [7].
LSA in TV White Space (TVWS) has also been promoted by using a
geolocation-based licensing approach [8–12]. In the context of the LSA,
secondary spectrum access in the TV band can be performed in a more
controlled manner with database-assisted TVWS network architecture,
compared to unregulated access. Therein, licensed secondary systems,
e.g., infrastructure-based systems or ad-hoc type systems, can obtain the
available TV channel information by querying a geolocation database in-
stead of sensing the local spectrum environment as in traditional dynamic
spectrum sharing systems. Such an approach enables a certain QoS for
the secondary system as in LSA mode with some operational conditions,
protecting the incumbent and offering the necessary possibilities to the
LSA licensees.
Co-primary Shared Access (CSA) is another concept designed to enable
spectrum sharing, where primary license holders jointly use a part (or
the whole) of their licensed spectrum to enable an operator to cope with
temporary peaks in capacity demand [10]. Mutual interference can be
minimized by the use of joint databases which are co-operatively set-
tled between the co-primary partners. Potential scenarios of CSA in-
clude Peer-to-Peer (P2P) communication, e.g., Device-to-Device (D2D) or
Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communication, and small-cell deployments, e.g.,
femtocells, picocells, and microcells, [13, 14]. These scenarios have low
transmission powers and, consequently, interference between cells or be-
tween users is typically low, thus allowing the reuse of the same chunk of
spectrum in proximity based direct communication or among neighboring
buildings. To guarantee efﬁcient spectrum sharing, the exchange of in-
formation among participating operators in a competitive environment is
inevitable [14]. Therefore, to realize the beneﬁts of CSA, operators need
to manage the market values in order to strike a balance between cooper-
2
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ation and competition.
One of the main technological challenges in any shared use of spectrum
is to design radio resource management efﬁciently in order to maximize
the spectrum usage efﬁciency. Efﬁcient radio resource management al-
gorithms are heavily tied to information gathering and processing. The
corresponding solutions may require lots of resources that might not be
available, or may be very costly and complex to implement. Therefore,
the optimal decisions always have high dependencies on the overhead and
scalability. For this reason, it is hoped that the research conducted in this
thesis will shed more light on efﬁcient use of shared spectrum for future
networks with low overhead and low complexity.
1.2 Scope
A fundamental issue in sharing the use of spectrum is to assess the impact
of two or more technologies on each other when operating on the same fre-
quency band or on adjacent bands. Interference is the main performance
limiting parameter in a shared frequency band, due to the nature of the
wireless medium. There are two types of interference: cross-tier inter-
ference and intra-tier interference (self-interference). The tiers are either
different systems or different operators. Cross-tier interference is the in-
terference experienced by a node in a tier from nodes in another tier, that
is, interference generated at a node in the primary system from nodes
in a secondary system, or interference generated to a node belonging to
an operator from nodes belonging to different operator. On the contrary,
intra-tier interference is the interference experienced by a node in the
same tier.
For efﬁcient spectrum sharing, interference coordination and avoidance
are of primary interest. The objective of interference coordination is to
limit interference to a level such that the performance at a receiver is
deemed acceptable. The focus under this objective is on controlling the
interference to a desired level through adjusting some transmission pa-
rameters. On the other hand, the objective of interference avoidance is
to provide better interference immunity by avoiding the assignment of
strongly interfering nodes to the same time/frequency resources, i.e., by
resource partitioning and scheduling coordination approaches. The focus
under this objective is on properly partitioning the radio spectrum so that
the spectral efﬁciency is not reduced. For interference control and avoid-
3
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ance in shared spectrum, some operational parameters can be adjusted by
using some central entity or network element, e.g., geolocation database,
LSA controller, or Radio Network Controller (RNC).
A basis for efﬁcient interference control and radio spectrum allocation is
the interference model which predicts whether a set of concurrent trans-
missions in the shared band may interfere with one another. Essentially
efﬁcient interference control and spectrum allocation are done at the ex-
pense of increased computational complexity and signaling overhead in-
duced by information exchange among coexisting nodes. For instance,
with only knowledge of the trafﬁc load such as the total number of simul-
taneous transmissions in the shared band, a tractable interference model
enables the estimation of the average channel quality at any random point
in a coverage area and the design of the efﬁcient spectrum management.
1.3 Objective and Content
The objective of this thesis is to promote efﬁcient use of shared spec-
trum, devising low complex mechanisms that take interference control
and radio spectrum allocation into account. The proposed mechanisms are
based on the tractable models which characterize and better understand
the effects of the fundamental design parameters on the system behav-
ior in spectrum sharing. The models are leveraged to develop closed-form
mathematical frameworks for performance metrics and capture statistics
of the aggregate interference in different spectrum access schemes, tech-
nologies, and deployment scenarios. In this thesis, we focus on two types
of shared spectrum access schemes. One considers to exploit the TV band
in LSA mode, while another considers to utilize the cellular band in pri-
mary user mode. In addition, three technologies are considered with dif-
ferent deployment scenarios: (i) geolocation database-assisted secondary
systems (LSA licensee) in TVWS deployment, (ii) direct communications
between proximity users subscribed to different operators in random de-
ployment, and (iii) moving networks [9] coexisting on the same spectrum
with indoor femtocell networks in Manhattan street deployment.
This thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the common-
alities in methodologies for performance metrics, and gives an overview
of the modeling approaches for interference statistics.
Chapter 3 considers database-assisted secondary systems in TVWS, out-
lining the methods and results of Publication I and Publication II. The
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aim of the methods is to control the interference generated by two dif-
ferent types of secondary systems in LSA mode. For infrastructure type
systems, e.g., cellular systems, we suggest a low-complexity power al-
location algorithm incorporating secondary self-interference constraint.
For ad-hoc type systems, e.g., WLAN with the Carrier Sensing Multi-
ple Access (CSMA)-type Medium Access Control (MAC), we suggest a low
complexity Carrier Sensing (CS) threshold tuning algorithm in primary-
secondary system setup. The methods enable the geolocation database to
operate with low complexity algorithms in order to handle frequent spec-
trum access requests in real time.
Chapter 4 considers inter-operator D2D communication in the cellular
band for CSA, outlining the methods and results of Publication IV, Publi-
cation V, and Publication VI. The aim of the methods is to handle mode
selection and spectrum allocation for D2D communication. The mode se-
lection involves controlling the interference, since it has a distributed na-
ture eliminating communication signaling overhead between D2D users
and their home BSs, based on the spectrum usage activity. The spectrum
allocation algorithm enables the coordinated common usage of dedicated
spectral resources by devices from different operators, taking into account
individual intra-operator network load.
Chapter 5 considers outdoor moving networks coexisting with indoor
small-cell networks for CSA, outlining the methods and results of Publi-
cation VII. The aim of the methods is to control the interference generated
from the outdoor vehicles in microcell networks along urban streets to the
indoor femtocell networks. The methods are based on a model for calcu-
lating the performance of the femtocell networks. The methods enable
a dynamic evaluation of outage probability in coordination mechanisms
between the involved co-primary small-cell networks and cross-tier inter-
ference control. Finally, conclusions and future research directions are
discussed in Chapter 6.
1.4 Contribution
This thesis is composed of a summary and seven Publications. A brief
overview of the contributions in each Publication is given in this section.
In Publications I and II, inter-system spectrum sharing between a TV
system and a secondary system in LSA mode is considered. We suggest
methods for controlling some operational parameters in a licensed sec-
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ondary system. In Publication I, a cellular system is considered as a can-
didate for spectrum access in TVWS. To bound the maximum allowable
mean interference generated at the TV receivers, we propose to allocate
proper transmission power levels in the downlink of cellular systems in
TVWS. The existing power allocation rules adopted by the ECC [15] and
FCC [16] do not take into account self-interference in the secondary sys-
tem when identifying the transmission power levels. Unlike the existing
ECC and FCC rules, we present power allocation as an optimization prob-
lem under a constraint where self-interference in the cellular system is
taken into account as in LSA mode. The results of this Publication are
useful for cellular system planning in TVWS.
In Publication II, a WLAN system has been considered as another can-
didate for secondary spectrum access in TVWS. We propose to control the
CS threshold in the licensed secondary wireless systems with a ﬁnite de-
ployment area. The CS threshold can be used as a common parameter to
control the density of active secondary users in wireless systems with con-
tention control thereby enabling primary system protection and avoiding
strong intra-tier interference at the secondary system. The set of active
users in wireless systems with contention control is conventionally mod-
eled by a repulsive point process, Matérn-hardcore Point Process (MPP)
type II. A common practice for computing the cross-tier aggregate mean
interference at an arbitrary point on the plane is to approximate the MPP
type II by using an equi-dense Poisson Point Process (PPP). Due to the
existence of borders and protection regions between the two systems, the
mean interference from a MPP type II is higher than the mean interfer-
ence from the equi-dense PPP. To overcome this issue, we use multi-tier
PPPs to bound the mean interference. Given the set of active users, we
identiﬁed the CS threshold by computing the self-interference at a sec-
ondary user. The proposed method guarantees the primary system pro-
tection, and due to its low complexity, allows the geolocation database
to compute the CS threshold in real-time, thereby adapting to frequent
changes in secondary user density.
In Publication III, we are interested in computing the mean interfer-
ence at a speciﬁc location in the network; the location of a transmitter
performing the Clear Channel Assessment (CCA) or the location of a re-
ceiver evaluating a target link performance. While the mean interference
at an arbitrary location in the plane can be sufﬁciently described by the
density of effective points in MPP type II, the calculation of the one at a
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speciﬁc location in the network is non-trivial due to a complicated Pair
Correlation Function (PCF). We present tight bounds for the mean inter-
ference in contention-based networks.
In Publication IV, inter-user spectrum sharing among potential D2D
users subscribed to same operator is considered. The ﬁrst problem deals
with a crowded communication environment where the participation of
a Base Station (BS) to make a scheduling decision for cellular and D2D
users causes large signaling overhead. We propose a mechanism to al-
locate spectrum for in-band overlay D2D communication. In the overlay
approach, there is no cross-tier interference issue arising in the underlay
approach. However, the cellular spectrum might be used inefﬁciently, if
ﬁxed spectrum is used without taking into account the activity of D2D.
We use distributed mode selection algorithms where a potential D2D user
measures the activity over the spectrum allocated for D2D transmissions
and uses a CS threshold to decide about its transmission mode. Based
on this method, we ﬁnd spectrum allocation factors and CS thresholds for
maximizing the rate of D2D users under the target rate constraint for cel-
lular users. The results of this Publication can be useful for in-band D2D
spectrum sharing in dense deployments, because a threshold-based test
deciding their modes in a distributed way leads to less signaling overhead
between D2D users and BSs.
In Publications V and VI, inter-operator spectrum sharing between dif-
ferent users subscribed to different operators is considered. We study
how to share the spectrum among co-primary users for inter-operator D2D
communication based on game theory, and how much spectrum each op-
erator should commit for the spectrum sharing between two operators in
Publication V, and among more than two operators in Publication VI. The
results of these Publications propose some conditions guaranteeing the
existence and stability of a unique equilibrium point, and show that oper-
ators experience signiﬁcant performance gains as compared to the scheme
without co-primary spectrum sharing.
In Publication VII, spectrum sharing between femtocell and microcell
networks is considered. We study how to allocate operating parameters
to the in-vehicle communication in microcell networks coexisting with in-
door femtocell networks. We develop a model for aggregate interference
distribution generated at indoor users from moving/parked vehicles in the
Manhattan-grid. The proposed model is useful for assessing the outage
probability for a given Signal-to-Interference Ratio (SIR) target at the
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worst-case located femtocell due to cross-tier interference. The results
of this Publication show how the density of vehicles, the uplink transmit
power level and the vehicle isolation impact the outage probability at the
femtocell. The observations are useful for frequency planning between
street microcells and indoor femtocells.
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2. Performance and interference
characterizations
In this thesis, we focus on using a tractable approach to model the aggre-
gate interference and characterize its effects on the performance metrics.
For this purpose, in this chapter, we start by highlighting the commonali-
ties in methodologies for performance metrics and in modeling approaches
for the co-channel interference that are used in Chapters 3, 4 and 5.
Due to the shared nature of the wireless medium, the co-channel aggre-
gate interference has a signiﬁcant impact on the performance of wireless
networks. The system performance can be characterized as a function of
the random quantity, the Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR)
γ at a particular location given by
γ =
W
I +N
(2.1)
where W is the received signal power, I is the aggregate interference,
and N is the noise power. For satisfactory operation of wireless packet
services, a target SINR γt must be satisﬁed at a certain outage probability
target Ot. The signal reception is satisfactory if the following condition
holds true
Ot
.
= Pr [γ < γt]
.
=
∫ γt
0 fγ(t)dt
.
= Fγ(γt) (2.2)
where fγ(t) is the Probability Density Function (PDF) of the SINR γ and
Fγ(γt) is the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of γ evaluated at
γt. The distribution of the SINR plays an important role for system per-
formance evaluation [17–19]. With a known expression for the distribu-
tion, the statistics of further performance metric, e.g., the outage prob-
ability and average rate, can be predicted, which otherwise should rely
on complicated and time-consuming simulations. In order to evaluate the
statistics of the SINR, we need a model for the useful signal distribution
as well as for the interference distribution. In the following, we present
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the performance characterization method used in this thesis. Afterwards
the aggregate interference will be characterized with the spatial statistics
of the interfering nodes.
2.1 Performance characterization method
In general, the PDF of the aggregate interference is unknown and it is typ-
ically characterized with Laplace Transform (LT), the Moment Genera-
tion Function (MGF), or the Characteristic Function (CF) of the PDF [17].
In this chapter, the LT is considered most relevant due to its suitabil-
ity for Random Variables (RVs) with non-negative support, i.e., LI(s) =
E[e−sI ], I > 0 and its moment generating properties, i.e., E[In] = lim
s→0
(−1)n·
L(n)I (s). Naturally, the PDF of the aggregate interference can be obtained
from the inverse transform of its LT. However, it is rather difﬁcult to ﬁnd
the PDF in closed-form due to the complex nature of the LT expressions.
In order to overcome the difﬁculty imposed by the non-existence of closed-
form expressions for the PDF of the interference, some techniques have
been used in the literature to utilize the LT and the moments of the ag-
gregate interference as a basis for obtaining the distribution of SINR γ in
(2.2). Thus further performance metrics can be evaluated [20].
In this section, we introduce some approaches including approximation
and conversion methods. The former aims to ﬁnd approximated expres-
sions for interference distribution, and its LT. The latter aims to capture
the outage probability by exploiting the LT or a few moments of the inter-
ference distribution based on the channel assumption which offers analyt-
ical tractability. Two channel environments are considered in this thesis,
i) Nakagami-m (Rayleigh when m = 1) distributed fading for small-scale
fading and ii) Lognormal distributed fading for large-scale fading.
2.1.1 Method #1. Approximated distribution
The distribution of aggregate interference can be approximated to a known
distribution. The parameters of the approximated distribution are deter-
mined by setting appropriate moments which can be obtained from mo-
ment matching techniques [21]. For instance, if the PDF of the aggregate
interference is approximated to a normal distribution or a gamma distri-
bution by matching the ﬁrst and second-order moments, the two param-
eters, the mean and the standard deviation of the normal distribution,
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or the shape and the scale of the gamma distribution, can be found by
setting the appropriate moments which are obtained from LT as in Pub-
lication VII and Chapter 5 of this thesis. When an interfering signal is
modeled by a known RV, the distribution of the aggregate interference is
modeled by the sum of the RVs. It is known that the LT of the distribution
of the sum of independent RVs is the product of the LT of each RV [22].
Some distribution has no closed-form expression for the LT. For in-
stance, there is no closed-form expression in deﬁning the integral of the
LT for the Lognormal distribution. Many methods have been proposed
for approximating the sum of Lognormal RVs using another Lognormal
RV, based on the two approaches: i) computing the parameters of the ap-
proximating distribution, e.g., the Fenton-Wilkinson (FW) method [23] or
the Schwarz-Yeh (SY) method [24], and ii) approximating the LT integral,
e.g., Gauss-Hermite integration in a conventional cellular network [25]
or in a heterogeneous network [26]. In Publications I and II, the FW ap-
proximation has been adopted, since it is known to provide good approxi-
mations for the upper tails of the distribution and efﬁciently computed in
closed-form making it suitable to use in numerical optimization [25, 27].
Also, only approximated expressions of LT are available for some spatial
point process with the non-existence of the Probability Generating Func-
tional (PGFL). In [28–31], the issue was addressed and approximated
expressions for the LTs were derived. In Publications II, III, IV, V, and
VI, we obtain the bounded expression using the PGFL of an independent
point process, for a dependent point process.
2.1.2 Method #2. Nakagami-m fading assumption
By assuming Nakagami-m fading on the desired link, the exact distribu-
tion of the SINR can be obtained from accumulating the {0, 1, · · · , (m−1)}-
th derivatives of the LT of the aggregate interference evaluated at some
value s, while the distribution for the aggregate interference cannot be
obtained due to the non-existence of any closed-form expression for the
PDF of the aggregate interference. The LT moments of the aggregate
interference are essential to derive the exact distribution of the SINR
and to quantify the outage (complement of coverage) probability, when
Nakagami-m fading on the desired link is assumed. According to [32], the
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outage probability is obtained as
Ot = 1− e−sN
m−1∑
n=0
(−s)n
n!
dn
dsn
LI(s) (2.3)
where s = γtm/W and W is the mean useful signal level. According
to [33], the link spectral efﬁciency is derived in the same manner as fol-
lows
R = E[ln(1 + γ)] =
∫ ∞
0
Pr [γ > γt]
1 + γt
dγt (2.4)
This method is the most popular performance evaluation technique due
to its simplicity and tractability, which is used in Chapters 4 and 5 of this
thesis, and in Publications IV, V, VI, and VII. One challenge is how to
obtain the LT of the aggregate interference. When the exact expression of
the LT is unavailable, Method #1 in Section 2.1.1 can be used to ﬁnd the
approximation.
2.1.3 Method #3. Lognormal fading assumption
By assuming that a useful signal and a sum of the aggregate interfer-
ence and noise power are modeled with a single Lognormal RV, respec-
tively, the outage probability can be expressed in the form of a Gaussian
Q-function, and can be derived with the ﬁrst two moments of the Lognor-
mal distribution.
Modeling the sum of the interfering signal and noise with a Lognormal
RV can be expressed as IIN = I + N ∼ 10z/10 = 10(μz+xz)/10 where μz (in
dB) is the mean of z, xz is a zero mean Gaussian random variable with
standard deviation σz. The σz is interpreted as the slow-fading standard
deviation of the interfering signal. Modeling the useful signal can be also
expressed as in a similar manner 10(μw+xw)/10. By using the associated
RVs, the outage probability can be expressed in Q-function [34,35]
Ot = Pr
[
10
μw+xw
10 < γt10
μz+xz
10
]
(2.5a)
= 1−Q
(
10 log10(γt)− μw + μz√
σ2w + σ
2
z
)
(2.5b)
where Q(·) is the Gaussian Q-function, σ2w + σ2z denotes the variance of
the RV xw − xz. By inverting equation (2.5b), the ﬁrst moment of z can be
expressed as
μz =
√
σ2w + σ
2
z ·Q−1(1−Ot)− 10 log10(γt) + μw (2.6)
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The FW method allows us to select the ﬁrst two moments of z to match
the moments of IIN . Matching the moments of IIN to the moments of z
gives [36]
μz = ξ ln(E[IIN ])− σ2z/2ξ (2.7a)
σ2z = ξ
2 ln
(
1 + V ar[IIN ]/E[IIN ]
2
)
(2.7b)
From equations (2.6) and (2.7a), one turns the chance type of constraint
(2.5) into the following interference constraint
E[I] ≤ e
1
ξ
(
μz+
σ2z
2ξ
)
−N .= I (2.8a)
≤ e
1
ξ
(√
σ2w+σ
2
z ·Q−1(1−Ot)−10 log10(γt)+μw+σ
2
z
2ξ
)
−N (2.8b)
where I is the interference margin describing the amount of permitted
generated interference at the receiver. And the constraint in equation
(2.8) can be evaluated by computing the the moments of IIN , E[IIN ] and
V ar[IIN ] based on interference model, due to σ2z in equation (2.7b). This
method is used in Chapter 3 of this thesis, and in Publications I and II.
2.2 Interference characterization
The main quantity of interest in this section is the aggregate interference.
The amount of the aggregate interference can be broadly expressed as the
sum of the received power levels from individual nodes
I =
∑
k∈Φ
vk · Pk · Lk (2.9)
where vk is a binary variable describing whether the k-th node is active
or not, Pk is the transmit power level, Lk is propagation pathloss includ-
ing fading coefﬁcient from k-th node, and Φ ⊂ Rn denotes the set of the
potential interferers on the same frequency band. The transmit power
level Pk ∀k and the spatial distribution of the interferers determine the
interference to the ﬁrst-order, while the fading effect is smaller but cer-
tainly non-negligible [37]. The spatial distribution depends on the net-
work topology and the medium access control layer protocol. Thus, the
aggregate interference can be controlled by a power allocation scheme
which sets appropriate constant power level to the active transmitters,
and by the medium access control scheme which controls the access of the
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underlying network nodes to the shared spectrum.
There are two different network deployments which are deterministic,
i.e., ﬁxed locations of nodes such as a cellular downlink system, and ran-
dom, i.e., random locations of nodes such as WLAN users, D2D users,
vehicles, and uplink cellular users. In random deployment, there are
broadly two channel access schemes determining the active users who
are located in spatially independent, i.e., either contention-free multiple
access or random access without contention control (Aloha-type MAC),
and who are located in spatially dependent, i.e., random access with con-
tention control (CSMA-type MAC). In the following subsections, the ag-
gregate interference is characterized by methods based on stochastic mod-
els where the properties of the fading, or the positions of nodes, are con-
sidered as random processes with speciﬁed probability distribution.
2.2.1 Deterministic interferers
While regular deployment does not provide analytical tractability, this
model has been helpful in the numerical studies of macro-cellular net-
works. Such deterministic placement of nodes may be applicable where
the locations of nodes are known or constrained to a particular structure.
In this case, the randomness at the aggregate interference is only caused
by a fading effect. Thus, modeling the aggregate interference in the de-
terministic network can be interpreted as modeling the distribution of the
sum of RVs used to model the fading from each transmitter.
Slow fading is usually modeled by a Lognormal RV in a static network,
i.e., a TV broadcasting system or secondary cellular system downlink in
TVWS, where the effects of small-scale fading can be averaged out and
slow fading dominates such slow ﬂuctuations in the generated interfer-
ence levels. Due to this fact, it is of fundamental importance to ﬁnd the
distribution for a sum of lognormally distributed RVs. A closed-form ex-
pression of the LT of the Lognormal distribution does not exist. However,
it has been recognized that the Lognormal sum can be well approximated
by a new Lognormal RV (Method #1 in Section 2.1.1). Thus, the prob-
lem is now equivalent to estimating the Lognormal moments given the
corresponding statistics of the Lognormal RVs (See Chapter 3).
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2.2.2 Independent and random interferers
In the Aloha-based access method, nodes transmit their packets without
any coordination between them, while the cross-tier interference can be
controlled. Due to the spatially uncorrelated locations of the nodes, the
spatial distribution of randomly located nodes with Aloha-type MAC can
be captured by the PPP model where the number of nodes at any time
instant is drawn from a Poisson RV with a mean equal to the PPP density
λp and the coexisting nodes are uniformly deployed within the service area
of interest.
The exact LT for the aggregate interference in the PPP ﬁeld can be ob-
tained by using the PGFL of the PPP [37]. The LT for the aggregate
interference generated to a receiver located at an arbitrary location in
Rn, associated with an inﬁnite PPP and no exclusion regions around the
receiver, corresponds to the LT of an alpha-stable distribution [38]. How-
ever, it is non-trivial to deal with the skewed-stable distributions, since
the inverse transform of the LT can be expressed in a closed-form only
for a pathloss exponent equal to 4 in [39] for no fading, and in [40] for
Rayleigh fading. The expression for the LT of the aggregate interference
generated in ﬁnite and spatially non-symmetric deployment due to the ex-
istence of exclusion regions around the receivers in an inter-system spec-
trum sharing scenario, e.g. secondary spectrum access in TVWS, can have
a complex form, and thus generally does not admit closed-form solutions
for the PDF.
One approach to solve the problem is to approximate the distribution
of the aggregate interference by a suitable distribution (See Method #1
in subsection 2.1.1). The distribution of aggregate interference is approx-
imated by the Gaussian distribution in [41, 42] under the bounded (non-
singular) pathloss model or protection region around the receiver. The dis-
tribution of aggregate interference has been approximated by Lognormal
distribution [43], shifted Lognormal distribution [43,44], truncated stable
distribution [45], the Gamma and inverse Gamma distributions [37], and
the inverse Gaussian distribution [46]. The other alternative has to be
numerically inverted to compute the exact PDF of the aggregate interfer-
ence. However, this approach is not pursued in this thesis as it is compu-
tationally intensive and offers little insight into the relation between the
aggregate interference and its effect on performance metrics.
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2.2.3 Dependent and random interferers
In the CSMA-based access method, nodes simultaneously cooperate and
compete for spectrum access, while the cross-tier and intra-tier interfer-
ences are controlled. Since the locations of the simultaneously active
nodes are correlated, the spatial distribution randomly located nodes with
CSMA-type MAC can be captured by the MPP [47], instead of the PPP.
The MPP is a repulsive point process where no two points of the process
can coexist within a distance less than the Hardcore Distance (HCD) δ.
That is, MPP correlates the locations of the points by conditioning on a
minimum distance separating them. There are different types of MPPs
distinguished based on the rule that governs the selection of effective
points, i.e., the points that survive the thinning of the PPP. The proba-
bility that a point of the PPP is retained and becomes effective is highest
for MPP type III and lowest for MPP type I [48]. No exact results exist so
far for the retaining probability in MPP type III [49], while the retaining
probabilities in MPP types I and II are available in closed-form.
While the exact LT of the aggregate interference is available for the PPP,
it is unavailable for the MPP due to the nonexistence of the PGFL. This
intractability has been resolved by the approximation that the nodes fur-
ther away than δ can still be modeled as a PPP [29], which would make
the analysis of CSMA networks fairly tractable, but only valid for evalu-
ating cross-tier interference generated from spatially uncorrelated tiers.
A common practice for computing the cross-tier aggregate interference at
an arbitrary point on the plane is to approximate the MPP by using a ho-
mogeneous equi-dense PPP [50]. For parent density λp, the density of the
MPP type II process is as follows [20]
λm =
1− e−λpπδ2
πδ2
. (2.10)
The moments of the aggregate interference from a MPP type II process
can be computed after replacing λp with λm. However, such an equi-dense
PPP approximation method is not valid for ﬁnite deployment, due to the
existence of borders [50]. In particular, designing the CS range based
on the PPP approximation will violate the protection of the primary re-
ceivers. One way to overcome this issue is to bound the mean interference
by using a multi-tier PPP (see Chapter 3).
According to Slivnyak’s theorem, the Palm distribution of a PPP coin-
cides with the distribution of the original PPP [20], which is not valid
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for a hardcore point process. As a result, the aggregate interference at
a particular node of the process should be handled differently from the
one at an arbitrary point on the plane. The self-interference in hardcore
wireless networks is computed by using Palm distribution and moment
measures [37]. For instance, the mean interference at a particular node
is studied based on the fact that the point pattern for a MPP is the result
of a mixture of the ﬁrst-order density and second-order density functions.
Given a transmitter, there are two types of transmitters generating in-
terference at the reference transmitter and its associated receiver. They
are separated based on their distances from the reference transmitter.
Since two transmitters separated by 2δ are uncorrelated, the MPP type
II behaves like a PPP for a distance separation higher than 2δ. On the
other hand, two transmitters separated by less than 2δ are correlated.
The correlation property can be captured by the PCF [20], the normal-
ized version of the second-order density function, which has a complex
form. The bounds of the PCF have been derived in [29] and more accurate
bounds are presented in Publication III.
The amounts of the aggregate interference at a transmitter and a re-
ceiver are used to perform the CCA and to evaluate a target link perfor-
mance, respectively. An upper bound on the interference at the receiver
underestimates the SINR and can be used to obtain a lower bound on the
performance. A lower bound on the interference at the transmitter under-
estimates the CS threshold. That reduces the density of active transmit-
ters and means less cross-tier interference to other systems in a different
tier, i.e., protecting the primary system in secondary operation (see Chap-
ter 3). On the other hand, if the inactive transmitters after the CCA are
handed over to a different operating mode, the upper bound on the in-
terference at the transmitter is in favor of the QoS in the mode, i.e., in
cellular communication mode selected by threshold-based mode selection
for D2D communication (see Chapter 4).
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3. Database-assisted secondary
system in TV white space
In this chapter, we consider spectrum sharing between a TV system and
a secondary system in LSA mode. We focus on low-complex algorithms to
enable a real-time operation in geolocation database-assisted secondary
spectrum access where cross-tier interference at a TV system is limited
and strong self-interference at the licensed secondary system is avoided.
3.1 Introduction
White spaces in the Ultra High Frequency (UHF) TV bands have been of
particular interest [51–53] due to their low utilization and excellent prop-
agation characteristics as compared to the higher frequency bands. Sec-
ondary systems allowed to use the TV spectrum can enhance the spectrum
efﬁciency and alleviate the spectrum scarcity. One of the main require-
ments for secondary operation in the TVWS is to maintain the QoS in the
TV system. The transmissions in TVWS are conditioned by regulators on
the ability of the secondary system to avoid harmful interference to in-
cumbents. To this end, the general consensus among the Federal Commu-
nications Commission (FCC) [51], Electronic Communications Commit-
tee (ECC) [52], and Federal Ofﬁce of Communications (OFCOM) [53] is
on the adoption of database-assisted spectrum sharing architecture [54].
The geolocation database, as a centralized controller, provides the list
of available TV channels, and controls some operational parameters, en-
abling management of the cross-tier interference between the incumbent
TV system and the secondary system, based on the protection criteria of
the primary system.
While the secondary systems access the primary spectrum mainly with
the protection of incumbent services, they should also experience sufﬁ-
cient performance as in LSA mode [8]. Otherwise, the beneﬁts of exploit-
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ing the primary spectrum are limited and secondary spectrum sharing is
not a viable option. The gains for the spectrum sharing are constrained by
the amount of the interference among the secondary nodes. Therefore, the
secondary self-interference as well as the cross-tier interference should
be taken into account, and both can be controlled by the operational pa-
rameters determined by the associated rules. To this aim, the secondary
systems would use the TV spectrum under individual authorizations for
a speciﬁc local area in line with the LSA concept where the operation in
LSA mode is possible without interfering with the TV system as long as
it follows the rules or algorithms set by the geolocation database [9–12],
i.e., the LSA Repository/Controller in the LSA model.
The LSA can make use of recent progress in secondary spectrum ac-
cess methods [55]. Different rules for secondary transmit power allo-
cation have been selected in the US by the FCC [16, 51] and in Europe
by the ECC [15, 52]. The FCC speciﬁes a ﬁxed transmission power level
allocation with a protection distance around the TV coverage area. On
the other hand, in the ECC, a location-based transmission power allo-
cation rule is used: the further the secondary node is located from the
TV cell border the higher transmission power it can utilize. Because of
that, a high signaling overhead between secondary transmitters and the
database is required for the location based algorithm. Unfortunately, the
current rules do not provide any secondary performance guarantees, since
the self-interference is not taken into account. Furthermore, they are not
able to protect the primary system service in all cases [56].
The potential of WiFi-like technology in TVWS has triggered the devel-
opment of new wireless standards like the IEEE 802.11af [57], and the
ECMA-392 [58] in TVWS. The ECMA-392 provides a CSMA-type MAC
in TVWS, which permits multiple devices to contend for medium access.
A node does a CCA check before using the channel and during CCA ob-
servation time the energy in the channel is measured and compared to a
CS threshold. An adaptive CS threshold can be used for the protection of
a TV system and more effective spectrum sharing in TVWS [8], since it
determines the number of active secondary nodes and the minimum dis-
tance among nearby active nodes, affecting the cross-tier interference and
self-interference, respectively. In general, the threshold value is common
to all users. Thus, it is challenging work to obtain the common parameter.
In this chapter, we present the main methods and results of Publica-
tions I and II. The aim of the methods is to control secondary generated
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interference toward the primary system by properly allocating the trans-
mit power for a cellular downlink system and setting the CS threshold for
a WLAN system employing a CSMA-type MAC. The results can be sum-
marized as a power allocation algorithm for a cellular downlink system in
TVWS, incorporating secondary self-interference constraints for the cov-
erage of the licensee in LSA mode, and a low complexity mechanism to set
a CS threshold for a WLAN system with a CSMA-type MAC, considering
the existence of borders and protection regions between the two systems.
The details of the analysis and more results can be found in Publications
I and II.
3.2 System model
We consider a TV transmitter located in the center of a circular TV service
area and a secondary system deployed outside of the TV protection area.
The secondary system operates on a co-channel to the TV transmitter. A
cellular system and a WLAN system are considered as candidates for sec-
ondary spectrum access. The main performance metric for the scenario of
the secondary spectrum access to the TV system is to maintain satisfac-
tory quality for the primary service. For satisfactory TV reception a target
SINR γt at a TV receiver must be maintained with speciﬁc outage proba-
bility Ot, i.e., secondary transmissions are allowed if the condition in (2.2)
is satisﬁed in the presence of secondary transmissions [59]. Assuming
that both the useful TV signal and the aggregate secondary interference
follow the Lognormal distribution, the condition can be converted to a
chance type of constraint in equation (2.8) by using Method #3 in Section
2.1.3.
3.3 Interference model
In this section, we discuss interference models for secondary systems. In
order to model the secondary interference by the FW method, the ﬁrst two
moments of the aggregate interference are computed. A straightforward
approach to an aggregate interference model is to sum up all the interfer-
ing powers at a TV test point. For equal transmit power levels, Pk = P ,
and i.i.d. fading samples, the ﬁrst two moments of the interference can be
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expressed as
E[ISU ] = P · E[x] ·
∑
k∈ΦSU
lk (3.1i)
E[ISU
2
] = P 2 · (E[x2]− E[x]2) · ∑
k∈ΦSU
l2k + E[I
SU ]2 (3.1ii)
where ΦSU is the set of active secondary transmitters, i.e., cellular down-
link BSs or WLAN users, lk is the mean pathloss from transmitter k to
the TV test point, and in each path the mean fading loss is the same,
E[x] = E[xk], ∀k.
Such direct summation requires information about the secondary trans-
mit power and its location for calculation of the attenuation to the primary
test point. When there are a large number of secondary transmitters
in TVWS, this approach causes high computational overhead, and com-
munication signaling overhead for updating the changed locations in the
database if the locations of the secondary transmitters, i.e., WLAN users,
are changed frequently. One way to reduce such overhead is to approxi-
mate the summation in the above equation by integrating the secondary
transmission area, S:
∑
k∈ΦSU lk =
1
Sf
∫
S lsds where Sf is the footprint of
one transmitter and has only one active transmitter.
3.3.1 Interference from cellular downlink system
For the downlink of a cellular system, the footprint contains the cell area.
The ratio of transmit power divided by the footprint is the spatial power
density Pd = PSf . For a constant power density over area S, the equa-
tions (3.1) can be read as follows [60]
E[ISU ] = Pd · E[x] ·
∫
S
lsds (3.2i)
E[ISU
2
] = P 2d ·
(
E[x2]− E[x]2) · Sf ·
∫
S
l2sds+ E[I
SU ]2 (3.2ii)
where ls is the distance-based propagation pathloss from the integration
element of area S to the primary test point.
3.3.2 Interference from WLAN system
For a WLAN system with an Aloha-type MAC, secondary transmitters can
be located anywhere in the deployment S. When k number of transmitters
are uniformly distributed over the area S, modeled by a Binomial Point
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Process (BPP), the spatial power density becomes Pd = PS/k =
k·P
S . The
ﬁrst two moments for a BPP can become [60]
E[Ib] =
k
S
· P · E[x] ·
∫
S
lsds (3.3i)
E[I2b ] =
k
S
· P 2 · E[x2] ·
∫
S
l2sds+
k − 1
k
· E[Ib]2 (3.3ii)
When the average number of transmitters follows Poisson distribution
with mean λpS where λp = k/S, the spatial power density becomes Pd =
λp · P . The ﬁrst two moments for a PPP are [60]
E[Ip] = λp · P · E[x] ·
∫
S
lsds (3.4i)
E[I2p ] = λp · P 2 · E[x2] ·
∫
S
l2sds+ E[Ip]
2 (3.4ii)
Note that, conditioned on there being exactly k number transmitters
present, the PPP is equivalent to a BPP [20]. One can see that the mo-
ments of the BPP in equation (3.3) are equivalent to the moments of the
PPP in equation (3.4), if the number of transmitters k and the area size S
increase such that the ratio k/S remains constant, equal to λp.
For a WLAN system with a CSMA-type MAC, the secondary transmit-
ters are also randomly located but there is spatial dependence among
the transmitters due to the mutual exclusion scheduling where no other
transmitter in the exclusion regions can transmit concurrently. As dis-
cussed in Chapter 2, the set of active transmitters with a CSMA-type
MAC can be captured by a hardcore process, MPP type II.
For the cross-tier aggregate interference at an arbitrary point, the MPP
can be approximated by an equi-dense PPP [29]. By using the PPP ap-
proximation, the moments of the aggregate interference from the MPP
process can be obtained from replacing λp in equations (3.4) with λm in
equation (2.10). However, in a primary - secondary system setup, there
are exclusion areas around every primary receiver and the active node
density close to the borders is higher than λm due to less contention. As a
result, setting the common HCD based on a homogeneous PPP with den-
sity λm will violate the protection criteria at the TV receiver. The PPP
approximation worsens for increasing parent density λp and increasing
HCD δ.
The secondary deployment area can be divided into two disjoint regions
S1 and S2, S = S1 ∪ S2 (see Figure 3.1(a)). The interference generated by
each region to the TV receiver is approximated by a PPP. The densities of
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.1. Illustration of (a) two disjoint regions in the secondary deployment area and
(b) border effect.
the PPPs in the two regions are λm for r ≥ (rTV+rn+δ) and λ2 for rTV+rn ≤
r < rTV +rn+δ, respectively. The moments of the aggregate interference
can be computed a sum of the moments over the disjoint areas
E[ISU ] ≈ λm · P · E[x] ·
∫
S1(δ)
lsds+ λ2 · P · E[x] ·
∫
S2(δ)
lsds (3.5i)
E[ISU
2
] ≈ λm ·P 2·E[x2] ·
∫
S1(δ)
l2sds+ λ2 · P 2 ·E[x2]·
∫
S2(δ)
l2sds+E[I
SU ]2 (3.5ii)
where the areas S1, S2 are functions of the HCD δ. Next, we obtain the
density λ2 by looking at the simple geometrical dependency in Figure
3.1(b), the density is upper bounded by
λ2 =
1− e−λp(πδ2−A(rTV +rn))
πδ2 −A(rTV + rn) (3.6)
where A(r) is the intersection area of two circles whose centers are at
distance r. Since rTV+rn 
 δ, A(rTV+rn) ≈ πδ2/2. The density λ2 becomes
λ2 ≈ 1− e
−0.5λpπδ2
0.5πδ2
(3.7)
3.4 Interference control
With interference model tailored to the primary-secondary system setup
at hand, we can look for methods to control aggregate interference. To
achieve this, in this section, we focus on two interference control algo-
rithms, through allocating transmit power to a cellular downlink system
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and setting the CS threshold to a WLAN system with contention control.
In order to protect the primary system, equation (2.8) can be treated as
the necessary condition for interference control. It is a complex function
due to non-linearly involved secondary system parameters. For a simpli-
ﬁed interference margin, we utilize the fact that the aggregate interfer-
ence level is an order of magnitude less than the useful TV signal level,
and the assumption that all the interfering signals have the same fading
variance. The approximation tightness for the lower bound of the interfer-
ence margin can be provided, Il ≤ I, which was ﬁrst established in [34]
and veriﬁed in [61]. By using the lower bound of the interference margin
Il , the constraint (2.2) can be turned into a simpliﬁed constraint
E[ISU ] ≤ e
σW
ξ
Q−1(1−Ot)−ln(γt)+μWξ −N .= Il (3.8)
where Il is a function of only the primary system parameters, μW , σW , γt
andN . To satisfy the interference constraint (3.8), the geolocation database
can allocate some operational parameters, i.e., transmit power level or CS
threshold value, to the secondary system.
3.4.1 Transmit power to cellular downlink system
Any viable power allocation algorithm must meet the secondary spectrum
access constraint (3.8) on one hand and optimize the performance of the
secondary system on the other. Given the allocated interference margin
for multiple secondary transmitters, different utilities can be optimized.
Weighted sum rate maximization can be considered as a natural utility,
subject to a primary constraint [62].
In Publication I, the sum cell border data rate of the secondary network
is selected to be the optimization objective, subject to a primary constraint
as well as a secondary cellular coverage constraint. We consider Kc cellu-
lar cells, T1 test points along the TV coverage, and T2 test points over the
secondary deployment. The power allocation scheme is formulated as the
optimization problems
Maximize :
P
w
∑
k
∑
p
log2(1 + γk,p(P)) (3.9i)
Subject to : L1 ·P ≤ I(PU)l (3.9ii)
L2 ·P ≤ I(SU)l (3.9iii)
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Figure 3.2. (a) TV protection constraints and (b) TV and secondary protection con-
straints. Spatial power density emitted from the secondary deployment area.
Secondary transmitters are placed on a cellular lattice with reuse 3. TV SINR
target is 17.1 dB and secondary SINR target is -3.5 dB. Target outage proba-
bility for TV and secondary system is 10 %. The HATA model for secondary
propagation pathloss has been used.
where w are non-negative weight, γk,p(P) is the SINR at the p-th test point
of the k-th secondary cell, L1 and L2 are the matrix of mean link gains
including slow fading from the secondary interfering transmitters to the
TV test points and the secondary test points, respectively, with T1 × Kc
and T2 ×Kc elements. I(PU)l and I
(SU)
l are column vectors of interference
margins available at the TV test points and the secondary test points
calculated by following steps similar to the ones used for equation (3.8),
with T1 and T2 elements.
In Figure 3.2, difference in power allocation with and without secondary
constraints for a cellular secondary system in TVWS is illustrated. With
only TV constraints in equation (3.9ii), the secondary downlink sum rate
is maximized in a similar way as with a Proportional Fair (PF) power al-
location rule [63] where the secondary transmitters equally consume the
available interference margin. The less the link gain to the TV test points,
the higher the allocated transmission power (see Figure 3.2(a)). Even if
the PF power allocation scheme is similar to the rule in ECC [15], it is
able to protect the TV service in all cases. However, such fairness in sec-
ondary operation introduces real-time implementation issues in a number
of secondary transmitters. The geolocation database should operate with
low complexity algorithms in order to handle frequent spectrum access
requests in real time. To resolve the issue, a sub-optimal method with low
complexity is proposed in [63].
With TV constraint and cellular coverage constraints equations (3.9ii)
and (3.9iii), the transmission power levels allocated to secondary cells
close and far from the TV cell border are about the same. Secondary cells
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located close to the primary system suffer more from the generated pri-
mary interference and they have to utilize higher transmit power levels
to meet their own SINR constraints. As a result, less of a TV interference
margin is allocated to secondary cells located further away, and the power
allocation looks almost uniform (see Figure 3.2(b)). Such a uniform power
allocation rule gives an opportunity to quickly obtain an insight on the
impact of various parameters on the cellular data rate and the TV pro-
tection criteria, thanks to its low complexity. The observation can deduce
that since the FCC rule suggests the use of constant power [16], it cap-
tures the general trend better than the ECC rule. However, it should be
based on the interference margin available at the primary and secondary
test points.
3.4.2 CS threshold to WLAN system
An efﬁcient MAC protocol of the secondary system in TVWS is essential
for achieving successful secondary access, since it has a large impact on
the secondary generated aggregate interference in the primary system.
For instance, increasing the CS threshold decreases the CS range and,
subsequently, increases the density of active users while at the same time
increasing secondary generated self-interference. In order to achieve a
balance between spatial reuse and data rate, a method to tune the CS
threshold is proposed in [64], but it is only valid within a single system.
The impact of CS range on the interference generated in the primary sys-
tem is identiﬁed in [50]. However, there is no proposed algorithm neither
for setting the CS range so that the primary system is safely protected
nor for mapping the CS range to a CS threshold.
Due to the similarity to the CSMA-type MAC, a MPP type II process is
commonly employed to model the locations of active transmitters in wire-
less networks with contention control (See Chapter 2). Note that while a
retaining probability in a MPP is determined by a HCD, a retaining prob-
ability in a wireless network depends on a CS threshold. In Publication
II, we ﬁrst show i) how to set the HCD in MPP networks without violat-
ing the condition E[ISU ] ≤ Il in equation (3.8) and then ii) how to map
the identiﬁed HCD to the CS threshold which is a common parameter to
control the activity of the secondary network.
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Setting HCD
The active densities λm and λ2 of two PPPs modeling secondary transmit-
ters over the areas S1 and S2 in Figure 3.1(a) are identiﬁed in order to cal-
culate the cross-tier interference in equation (3.5) and to satisfy the inter-
ference margin Il in (3.8). The densities can be obtained by a tight upper
bound for the HCD δ protecting the TV service. To resolve no closed-form
solution in terms of the HCD in equation (3.5), two steps are proposed for
a tight upper bound for the HCD. We ﬁrst ﬁnd a tight lower bound δl as-
suming PPP with density λm inside full area S and forcing the inequality
E[ISU ] ≤ Il to be tight, which can be expressed in terms of the principal
branch W0(t) of the Lambert function [65] W(t) representing exactly one
real solution of the equation t = W(t)eW(t) for all real t ≥ 0
δl =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if λp≤I ′l√√√√ 1
πI′l
+ 1πλpW0
(
− λp
I′l
·e
− λp
I′l
)
if λp>I ′l
(3.10)
where I ′l = Il/(P · eσ
2/2ξ2 · ∫S lsds), and then ii) a tight upper bound is
numerically identiﬁed by increasing the HCD with discretization step δ
until the constraint E[ISU ] ≤ Il is satisﬁed. The proposed upper bound
is tight and few iterations would be sufﬁcient to compute it. The imple-
mentation complexity can be reduced by storing the integration results
and evaluating ofﬂine the integral
∫
S gsds.
Setting CS threshold given HCD
In order to map the HCD to a CS threshold we need to compute the
mean self-interference at a node in hardcore wireless networks, e.g., MPP
types II and III. Due to the dependent property of MPP, the calculation of
mean interference at a node in a MPP type II involves the integral of the
PCF [20], which does not accept a closed-form. In order to bypass the com-
plex numerical integration, a lower bound on the mean interference at a
transmitter is used, which underestimates the CS threshold and protects
the primary system. In MPP type III, the mean number of active nodes
cannot be described in closed-form even, unless the parent density λp goes
to inﬁnity [66] due to no closed-form expressions for ﬁrst and second-order
moment properties [48]. For ﬁnite secondary user densities we can only
look for bounds to the mean number of survived nodes in a MPP type III.
Due to the analytical tractability of MPP type II, we need to upper bound
the number of points generated from a MPP type III by using a MPP type
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Figure 3.3. (a) CS threshold set by the proposed methods for MPP types II and III [48],
and the simulation by a modiﬁed version of the SSI model [66] (b) SINR
distributions at the primary test point, generated using the CS threshold for
the MPP type II. Note that the outage probability at the SINR target would
be equal to the outage probability target 10% for the simulated thresholds.
II. A tight bound is difﬁcult to derive because MPP type III is complex to
analyze. One simple but loose upper bound suggests doubling the HCD of
the MPP type II process [48].
In primary-secondary setup, the mean interference is different at dif-
ferent locations of the secondary deployment area due to the existence of
borders. In order to use a common CS threshold for interference control,
we calculate the mean interference for a reference transmitter located at
the primary protection area border. Since a node at the border is exposed
to less interference, the CS threshold is underestimated and the TV sys-
tem is further secured.
In Figure 3.3(a), the proposed methods result in a smaller CS threshold
than the simulations mainly due to the following two reasons: (i) the cal-
culated HCD for the MPP type III has been doubled and (ii) the threshold
has been set based on the interference level at the protection area border.
The results of Figure 3.3(b) illustrate the reduction in outage probability
due to the conservative approximations adopted by our proposal. For high
user densities where the active node density is about half the maximum
permitted, the outage probability is about 5%.
The presented CS threshold is seen as a common parameter to control
the activity of the secondary network. The proposed method has low com-
plexity and makes it possible to compute the CS threshold in real-time.
As a result, the method can be utilized in geolocation database-assisted
secondary spectrum access even in cases there are frequent changes in
secondary user density.
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3.5 Discussion
In this chapter, we discussed secondary spectrum access in the TV spec-
trum using the geolocation database. For secondary spectrum usage, the
TV service should be primarily protected. To reach this target, the avail-
able interference margin at the TV test points is ﬁrst calculated [34],
which is the amount of permitted secondary interference, a similar con-
cept as interference temperature [67]. The interference margin was
treated as an available resource. Based on its share of the margin, a
database can allocate some operational parameters to a secondary sys-
tem, taking the beneﬁts of secondary spectrum access into account, as in
LSA mode.
The current power allocation rules proposed by the standardization bod-
ies in the US and EU for secondary spectrum access in TVWS do nei-
ther protect the TV service in all cases [55, 56, 68], nor guarantee suf-
ﬁcient secondary performance. In Publication I, for cellular systems in
TVWS, we proposed a low-complex power allocation algorithm incorporat-
ing secondary self-interference constraints. We illustrated that the opti-
mal power density allocation tends to be uniform under secondary cellular
coverage constraints. The uniform approximation reduces the amount of
computations, making it possible to assess the amount of available TVWS
capacity in Finland. Our results agree with the ﬁndings presented in [69].
The CS threshold adaptation in CSMA-based wireless networks plays
an important role in the interference management and performance en-
hancement [70], but not directly applicable in a primary-secondary sys-
tem setup. The CS threshold in secondary wireless networks can be
viewed as a parameter that can be tuned to set the maximum number
of licensed secondary users and some pairwise inter-user distance separa-
tion, limiting the cross-tier interference at primary system and avoiding
strong self-interference in secondary system in LSA mode. However, it
is not easy to ﬁnd a proper common CS threshold due to the existence of
borders where the density close to the borders is higher due to less con-
tention, and the amount of the self-interference is different at different
locations in secondary deployment. In Publication II, we proposed a low
complexity method for setting the CS range by using MPP, and mapping
it to a CS threshold given the maximum density of transmitters in two
disjoint secondary regions.
Note that MPP is practically used to maintain a density of users and a
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minimum distance separation between users in an attempt to capture real
deployments of a WLAN system [47, Table 1]. Some effort has been made
to model the interference as function of different types of MPP models
and modiﬁed version of the Simple Sequential Inhibition (SSI) model [66],
and to validate them by the network simulator [71]. Even if the MPP
seems realistic, it suffers ﬂaws such as a spatial anomaly in high density,
resulting in an underestimation in the number of transmitters and in the
resulting interference level. The modiﬁed version of the SSI model seems
the most suited to offer a realistic model of a wireless network with a
CSMA-type MAC. However, little is known about the SSI processes for
analytical purposes, therefore increased accuracy comes at the expense of
less analytical tractability.
Note that our proposed method for MPP type III sets the CS threshold
conservatively, due to several approximations for setting conservatively
both the HCD and the CS threshold. Given our parameter settings, dou-
bling the HCD reduces the CS threshold by 12 dB in comparison with the
threshold calculated based on the MPP type II. In order to enable a higher
density of secondary transmitters, we need to identify a tighter upper
bound for the number of points survived in a MPP type III. The proposed
method of MAC layer can be further improved by incorporating physical
parameters such as transmit power [72] or transmission rate [73].
Note that the secondary performance needs to be estimated to gain a
glimpse of the viability of secondary spectrum access, while the primary
system is protected. There are some studies related to the performance
of secondary networks with the CSMA-type contention control [74], [75].
However, the performance evaluation ignores the impact of aggregate sec-
ondary interference on the primary system which is not protected by any
CS threshold. In [76], the data rate of the secondary system is investi-
gated with a CS threshold protecting the primary system. The gap be-
tween the method and simulation exists due to the underestimation prob-
lem of MPP type II. Nevertheless, the method still allows estimation of
the secondary performance and assessment of the relation between the
secondary performance and the primary protection constraints. Interest-
ingly, small relaxation in the protection constraints can result in signiﬁ-
cant beneﬁts on the secondary system side. However, after a certain point,
the secondary performance becomes limited due to self-interference.
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4. Device-to-Device Communications
In this chapter, we consider co-primary spectrum sharing for direct com-
munication between two users subscribed to different operators. We aim
to identify how much spectrum each operator should commit for direct
communication, and to design a mechanism with low complexity and sig-
naling overhead for managing cross-tier as well as intra-tier interference.
The tier levels are differentiated from different link types such as cellular
links and direct links within an operator, and the direct link between two
nodes subscribed to different operators.
4.1 Introduction
D2D communication has been developed as a promising technology to
meet the demands for spectrum utilization and high data rate services by
enabling a direct link between two end users in close proximity [77, 78].
The D2D communication paradigm has been largely exploited in non-
cellular technologies such as Bluetooth or WiFi direct in the ISM band.
However, due to the unpredictability of the interference in unlicensed
bands, it has not yet been fully incorporated into existing cellular net-
works.
Integrating D2D communication into LTE-A has been recently approved
by the 3GPP community [79]. Such integration requires that the interfer-
ence be managed carefully [80], because the introduction of D2D commu-
nications should not affect the performance of existing cellular communi-
cation, and also its applicability should not be limited by the transmis-
sions of cellular and/or other D2D pairs. Essentially, the main technical
challenges for the interference issue arise from the following aspects: the
random spatial location of both cellular and D2D users, and the operation
complexity in terms of signaling overhead. For instance, the BS has to
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know the Channel State Information (CSI) of all involved links for efﬁ-
cient interference and resource management. However, its exchange is
very demanding in terms of signaling due to the random spatial location
of both cellular and D2D users, which will dominate the available radio
resource in a random dense network.
Co-primary spectrum sharing can be used for inter-operator D2D com-
munication, when two end users of a D2D pair who have subscriptions
with different operators want to communicate directly [81, Section 4.1],
and the communication should take place over the licensed spectrum of
the operators [82, 83]. This scenario is extremely complicated in terms
of controlling interference due to the need for coordination between in-
volved operators. For instance, information exchange between the oper-
ators might be needed to resolve the interference generated from inter-
operator D2D links to cellular nodes or intra-operator D2D users. Also, it
is non-trivial to identify the amount of spectrum each operator contributes
to a shared band for inter-operator D2D communication. Participating op-
erators can obtain the beneﬁts, i.e., fair and efﬁcient spectrum allocation,
by exchanging some information. However, operators are essentially com-
petitors, and thus may not want to reveal operator-speciﬁc information to
others.
In this chapter, we present the main methods and results of Publica-
tions IV, V, and VI. The aim of the methods is for interference control and
spectrum allocation for D2D communication. The considered approach
enables the coordinated common usage of dedicated spectral resources
by users from different operators, and co-primary spectrum sharing gain
is achieved. The results can be summarized as i) mechanism with low
communication signaling overhead between D2D users and BSs in dense
deployments for interference control and spectrum allocation, and ii) a co-
primary spectrum sharing solution with limited information available to
each operator. The scheme for allocating spectrum for inter-operator D2D
communication is presented in the TeC14 of METIS deliverable D5.4 [9].
The details of the analysis and more results can be found in Publications
IV, V, and VI.
4.2 D2D radio resource allocation and communication modes
The nodes such as BS, cellular user and D2D user are affected by interfer-
ence, depending on resource allocation mode and communication mode for
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Figure 4.1. Radio resource allocation mode for D2D communication.
D2D communication. Communication mode identiﬁes whether D2D users
communicate via the BS (cellular mode) or directly with each other (D2D
mode), based on the decision of the proper mode selection algorithm. Fur-
thermore, resource allocation mode distinguishes if D2D communication
uses the same radio resources as the conventional cellular communication
or not. D2D mode and cellular mode can operate over the same resources
(D2D underlay), or dedicated spectrum can be allocated to the D2D mode
(D2D overlay).
4.2.1 Radio resource allocation mode
The D2D underlay mode increases the spectral efﬁciency at the expense
of cross-tier interference (see Figure 4.1). (a) The cross-tier interference
between different operators, i.e., between cellular and inter-operator D2D
links, or between intra-operator D2D and inter-operator D2D links, can
be resolved by information exchange between the operators. Due to the
fact that operators may not be willing to reveal proprietary information,
D2D overlay mode for inter-operator D2D links would be easier to imple-
ment. (c) The cross-tier interference within a single operator, i.e., between
cellular and intra-operator D2D links, can be managed by the BS, through
properly coordinating D2D and cellular transmissions. To do so, the BS
has to know the CSI of all involved links but the BS’s participation to
make scheduling decision causes large signaling overhead especially in
dense deployments.
The D2D overlay mode, on the other hand, eliminates (b) cross-tier inter-
ference between different operators, and (d) cross-tier interference within
the same operator. These approaches enjoy more spectral efﬁciency than
the case where D2D communication does not operate. However, the cel-
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lular spectrum might be used inefﬁciently due to the ﬁxed spectrum allo-
cated to the D2D overlay mode. One way to improve spectrum utilization
is to use proper mode selection algorithms which would determine the ac-
tual density of D2D transmissions, coupled with spectrum allocation for
D2D communication in the system design.
While most of the available D2D related works have focused on intra-
operator D2D communication in D2D underlay mode and/or D2D overlay
mode [84–92], the available studies for inter-operator D2D can be found
in [93, 94] where the patents designed D2D discovery protocols [93] and
D2D broadcast communications [94]. However, they are not seen to ad-
dress how much spectrum should be allocated on a co-primary sharing
basis for inter-operator D2D communication. Inter-operator spectrum
sharing has been addressed in [83] where different operators allocate a
different amount of resource for active RAN sharing, since they may have
different demand. However, they do not propose any algorithm determin-
ing the amount of spectrum allocated to each operator, and also they do
not address the requirements on inter-operator spectrum sharing for D2D
communication.
The overlay inter-operator spectrum sharing can be implemented with
a cooperative or non-cooperative game approach to determine the amount
of spectrum each operator contributes to the shared band. Considering
operator selﬁshness, spectrum sharing based on a non-cooperative game
approach can be used to determine the amount of spectrum each operator
contributes to the shared band. However, the limited information avail-
able to each sharing entity might lead to an unstable sharing scheme.
One may consider spectrum sharing for more than two operators enabling
inter-operator D2D communication. One could study whether it is beneﬁ-
cial to construct a common pool of spectral resources (see Figure 4.2(a)) or
to realize inter-operator D2D by means of bilateral agreements between
operators (see Figure 4.2(b)).
In Publications V and VI, overlay inter-operator D2D is considered,
where the operators form a spectrum pool by committing spectrum re-
sources dedicated for inter-operator D2D communication, and we study
how much spectrum each operator should commit for the spectrum shar-
ing between two operators in Publication V and among more than two op-
erators in Publication VI. While the overlay approach is only considered
for intra-operator D2D in Publication V, intra-operator D2D communica-
tion might be either in overlay or underlay in Publication VI where no
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.2. (a) Limited spectrum pool and (b) mutual renting in overlay inter-operator
D2D.
matter which scheme is used for intra-D2D communication, an operator
contributes a fraction of spectrum to the spectrum pool. In Publication
IV, overlay intra-operator D2D is considered for a single operator case.
4.2.2 Communication mode
The communication mode is selected by mode selection algorithms which
utilize distance, channel quality of cellular and D2D links and interfer-
ence as selection criteria. In distance-based mode selections, the mutual
distance of D2D links [95], and/or the distances between the D2D trans-
mitter and the cellular BS [96] are taken into account. In that case, a
D2D transmitter can generate harmful interference to another D2D pair
due to the ad-hoc nature of D2D communication where D2D pairs can be
arbitrary close to each other. Channel quality-based mode selections are
considered in [85,87,97,98]. While a rather simple scenario is considered
in [85, 97] with only one D2D pair and one cellular link, multiple D2D
pairs are considered in [87,98] but the optimal selection procedure gener-
ates a high amount of signaling overhead, which makes implementation
in real networks questionable.
In Publication IV, mode selection according to interference among D2D
pairs is proposed, where D2D users could measure the activity in the D2D
spectrum, and use a threshold-based test to decide their mode in a dis-
tributed way and thus the signaling overhead is minimized. Selection of
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Figure 4.3. Illustration of the mode selection algorithm.
the threshold impacts on the density of D2D pairs and the interference
among them. As a result, the optimal threshold is found. When the mea-
sured energy is below the threshold, there is indication that there are not
many ongoing D2D communications close-by and D2D mode is selected.
Otherwise, infrastructure-based mode is selected. The proposed model
is also introduced in [80] as an example of distributed mode selection.
For the interference-based mode selection, the D2D transmitters employ
CSMA-type contention resolution to transmit in D2D mode. The distri-
bution of the transmitters is modeled by the MPP where the hardcore
distance δ models the CS range. In Figure 4.3, one can see that potential
D2D users inside the CS range of an ongoing D2D communication resort
to infrastructure-based mode. In general, the pairwise distance rd of a
D2D pair using a proximity-based service is assumed to be small enough
so that the pairwise distance is less than the CS range rd < δ which en-
ables use of the MPP model.
4.3 System model
We consider multi-operators enabling D2D communication. Each oper-
ator has three types of users: cellular users, intra-operator D2D users,
and inter-operator D2D (also referred to as cross D2D) users (see Fig-
ure 4.4). Each operator should experience performance gain quantiﬁed by
excess utility. Taking into account the different types of users, the utility
can be expressed as Ui = Ui(Qci , Q
d
i , Q
s
i ) where Q
k
i is the average rate of
the k-th user type where k ∈ {c, d, s}, and c, d and s correspond to cellu-
lar, intra-operator D2D and inter-operator D2D users. The function Ui(·)
can take different forms, e.g., weighted sum function:
∑
k w
k
i Q
k
i , weighted
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Figure 4.4. User registered to different MNOs communicating in a D2D manner.
max-min function: min{wki Qki ∀k}, or weighted proportional fair function:∑
k w
k
i logQ
k
i where w
k
i ≥ 0 are weights indicating the normalized den-
sities of different types of users. In this chapter, we assume that each
operator considers the average D2D user rate, expressed as
Ui = (1− wsi )Qdi + wsi Qsi , i ∈ {1, · · · ,K} (4.1)
where K is the number of operators.
The average rate of each type of user is associated with link spectral ef-
ﬁciency in equation (2.4), user density fraction and available bandwidth.
In a real system, the spectral efﬁciencies can be computed based on the
measurements. In this chapter, in order to capture the behavior of the sys-
tem which is described by distributions, we use a stochastic geometry ap-
proach (see Chapter 2) where the locations of BS, cellular, intra-operator
and inter-operator D2D users follow independent PPPs with densities, λbi ,
λci , λ
d
i and λ =
∑
i λi where λi is the density of the inter-operator D2D
transmitters for i-th operator, respectively. For the inter-operator D2D
pairs, we assume that the densities of the transmitters from different
operators are equal, λi = λ/K, ∀i. The BSs form a Voronoi tessellation
and cellular users communicate with their nearest BS (also referred to as
home BS). In this chapter, we do not incorporate power control into our
analysis neither for cellular nor for D2D users.
4.4 Interference model
In the overlay intra-operator and overlay inter-operator D2D schemes,
there are no cross-tier interference issues among users operating in cel-
lular mode and D2D modes for intra-operator and inter-operator D2D
communications. However, there is still self-interference generated from
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users in each communication mode.
4.4.1 Interference in cellular mode
With in-band D2D overlay mode, the interferers in cellular mode are cel-
lular transmitters from other cells, i.e., cellular users and intra-operator
and inter-operator D2D users operating in cellular mode. Mode selection
allows a D2D user to transmit in intra-operator D2D mode with probabil-
ity qdi and in inter-operator D2D mode with probability q.
Thus, all users operating in cellular mode for an operator would gener-
ate in the uplink mean interference equal to the mean interference from a
PPP ΦCM,ai with density λ
c
i +(1−qdi )λdi +(1−q)λ/K. In the uplink of a cel-
lular system with round-robin scheduling, only one transmitter is active
in a cell at any particular moment. Scheduling introduces dependency in
the process ΦCM,ai . To simplify the analysis we assume that the locations
of cellular interferers form a PPP ΦCMi with density λ
b
i [95].
The interference at the typical BS is given by ICMi =
∑
k∈ΦCMi \o P · xk ·
l(rk)where xk describes the fading from the k-th interferer following expo-
nential distribution with mean equal to unity. In the presence of Rayleigh
fading, the distribution of the random variable ICMi is characterized in
terms of LT which is given by
LICMi (s) = E
!
o
[
e−s·I
CM
i
]
= E!o
[
e
−s·∑
k∈ΦCM
i
P ·xk·l(rk)] (4.2i)
(p1)
= E!o
⎡
⎣ ∏
k∈ΦCMi
e−s·P ·xk·l(rk)
⎤
⎦ (p2)= E!o
⎡
⎣ ∏
k∈ΦCMi
1
1 + γt·l(rk)l(rc)
⎤
⎦ (4.2ii)
(p3)
= e
−2π·κ·λbsi ·
∫∞
rc
γt·l(rk)/l(rc)
1+γt·l(rk)/l(rc)
·rk·drk = e−2π·κ·λ
bs
i ·
r2c ·γt
α−2 2F1(1,
α−2
α
,2− 2
α
,−γt)
(4.2iii)
where E!o[·] is the expectation with respect to the reduced Palm mea-
sure [20], (p1) follows from the i.i.d. distribution of the fading xk, (p2) fol-
lows from the exponential distribution of xk with mean equal to unity, (p3)
follows from the conditional PGFL [37] which is equal to the PGFL of the
PPP by Slivnyak’s theorem, expressed as E!o[
∏
t∈φ f(t)] = e
−λ ∫Rn (1−f(t))dt,
rc is the distance of a cellular user to its nearest BS, and κ is the proba-
bility a BS is active.
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4.4.2 Interference in D2D mode
The upper bound for the interference in contention-based networks is use-
ful for different reasons. While an upper bound for the mean interference
at the receiver can be used to ensure that a target outage probability is
satisﬁed, the one at a transmitter can be useful for ensuring the target
performance in cellular mode. This is because introducing D2D commu-
nication should not degrade the performance of a cellular system.
The set of D2D users scheduled in intra-operator D2D mode ΦDMi and
inter-operator D2D mode ΦDM ′ can be obtained by thinning the parent
PPPs with respective hardcore distance, and the densities of transmis-
sions in each D2D mode are qdi λ
d
i and qλ. The mean interference at a typi-
cal D2D transmitter in D2D mode, given by IDMi,tx =
∑
k∈ΦDMi \o P ·xk · l(rk,t)
in intra-operator D2D mode and by IDM ′i,tx =
∑
k∈ΦDM′i \o P · xk · l(rk,t) in
inter-operator D2D mode, can be set equal to the CS threshold for con-
trolling the density of respective D2D mode transmissions. Note that an
upper bound for the CS threshold will result in less D2D users allocated
in the cellular spectrum and thus, it favors the QoS of cellular users. In
this regard, we obtain the following upper bound for the CS threshold
E!o
[
IDMi,tx
]
= E!o
[
IDMi,tx<2δ
]
+ E!o
[
IDMi,tx>2δ
]
(4.3i)
≤ 2πqdi λdi
∫ 2δ
δ
l(r)g(r)dr + 2πqdi λ
d
i
∫ ∞
2δ
l(r)dr (4.3ii)
using the upper bound g(r) for the PCF g(r) of MPP type II with given
HCD δ. The mean interference at a typical transmitter in inter-operator
D2D mode can be expressed in a form similar to equation (4.3) after re-
placing IDMi,tx with I
DM ′
i,tx and q
d
i λ
d
i with qλ.
The interference at the typical D2D receiver in D2D mode is given by
in intra-operator D2D mode, IDMi =
∑
k∈ΦDMi \o P · xk · l(rk), and, in inter-
operator D2D mode, IDM ′i =
∑
k∈ΦDM′i \o P · xk · l(rk). The distribution of
the random variable IDMi is characterized in terms of LT which is given
by
LIDMi (s) = E
!
o
[
e−s·I
DM
i
]
= E!o
[
e
−s·∑
k∈ΦDM
i
P ·xk·l(rk)] (4.4i)
= E!o
⎡
⎣ ∏
k∈ΦDMi
e−s·P ·xk·l(rk)
⎤
⎦ = E!o
⎡
⎣ ∏
k∈ΦDMi
1
1+ γtl(rk)l(rd)
⎤
⎦ (4.4ii)
Note that the PGFL of MPP type II is not known. One way to resolve the
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issue is presented in [30] to take an approximation on the complementary
outage probability by using Weierstrass inequality [99]. However, their
proposed bounds are valid for very small D2D user densities λdi and a low
SINR target γt. As an alternative approach, we take an approximation for
the PGFL of MPP type II to obtain an approximation on the interference
distribution, which is similar to the approximation on the complementary
outage probability by using Jensen’s inequality [31], but more reliable and
simple.
For the approximation on the interference distribution, based on the fact
that the mean interference received from the correlated area Sd2 of an MPP
type II process (see Chapter 2) where Sd2 = {(r, φ) : 0≤ φ≤ 2π, δ < r < 2δ}
can be upper bounded by a PPP with density cqdi λ
d
i where the constant c=
2π/(4π/3+
√
3/2), we make the assumption that the PGFL of an MPP type
II in the area Sd2 can be lower bounded by the PGFL of a PPP with density
cqdi λ
d
i and as a result, we obtain the approximated LT for equation (4.4)
LIDMi (s) ≈ E
!
o
⎡
⎣ ∏
k∈ΦDMi (Sd1 )
1
1+ γt·l(rk)l(rd)
⎤
⎦ · E!o
⎡
⎣ ∏
k∈ΦDMi (Sd2 )
1
1+ γt·l(rk)l(rd)
⎤
⎦ (4.5i)
≈ e
−qdi λdi
2π∫
0
∞∫
2δ
γt·l(rk)/l(rd)
1+γt·l(rk)/l(rd)
·r·dr·dφ−cqdi λdi
2π∫
0
2δ∫
δ
γt·l(rk)/l(rd)
1+γt·l(rk)/l(rd)
·r·dr·dφ
(4.5ii)
where Sd1 = {(r, φ) : 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π, r ≥ 2δ}, rd is the pairwise distance of a
D2D pair, and rk =
√
r2+rd2−2 · r · rd · cosφ is the distance between the
typical D2D receiver and its k-th D2D interferer in D2D mode. The LT for
the aggregate interference distribution in inter-operator D2D mode can
be expressed in a form similar to equation (4.5) after replacing IDMi with
IDM
′ , ΦDMi with Φ
DM ′ , and qdi λ
d
i with qλ. The expressions for the LT in
equations (4.4) and (4.5) can be used to derive the coverage probability
of a cellular uplink and D2D link in the presence of Rayleigh fading (See
section 2.1.2).
4.5 Interference control and spectrum allocation
In D2D overlay mode, self-interference in D2D mode can be controlled by
mode selection which tunes a common CS threshold among D2D trans-
mitters. Selecting a CS threshold would determine the number of D2D
users operating in D2D mode and in cellular mode. This implies that
the CS threshold in mode selection would affect the performance in D2D
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mode as well as in cellular mode, i.e., lower CS threshold decreases self-
interference for a D2D link and the time resource for a cellular uplink.
To overcome the low ﬂexibility and low spectrum utilization problem
suffering from exclusive usage in the overlay approach, a combination
of exclusive spectrum allocation and proper mode selection algorithm is
needed. Efﬁcient spectrum allocation is based on the constrained opti-
mization problem such as the operator-speciﬁc objective shown in equa-
tion (4.1) and operator-speciﬁc constraint shown later. The problem is
related to the performance evaluated in cellular mode and D2D mode.
Given the densities of the D2D users, BSs and cellular users, a network
management entity should divide the spectrum between D2D and infras-
tructure communication and also set the CS threshold for the D2D users.
These values are then broadcasted from the BSs to the D2D users.
4.5.1 Mode selection and spectrum allocation for an operator
The CS threshold and the spectrum partition factor can be selected to
maximize various optimization criteria of the cellular system. We set
the optimization parameters for maximizing the rate of the intra-operator
D2D users by setting wsi = 0 in equation (4.1), under some constraint on
the average rate of cellular users Qci larger than a target value τ
Maximize :
β=βdi
Qdi .
Subject to : Qci ≥ τ
(4.6)
The average rate of cellular users Qci is equal to the spectral efﬁciency
of links in cellular mode multiplied by the available bandwidth (1 − β).
On the other hand, the average rate of intra-operator D2D users Qdi is
obtained as an average of the spectral efﬁciency of links in intra-operator
D2D mode and cellular mode, scaled with the normalized user density
and transmission bandwidth, respectively. The spectral efﬁciencies in the
presence of Rayleigh fading can be expressed as the LT expression of the
aggregate interference, obtained by putting equations (4.2) and (4.5) in
equation (2.4).
Less allocated spectrum in cellular mode can be compensated by a
higher CS threshold increasing the density of users in D2D mode and
making enough time resources available for cellular communication.
Thus, spectrum allocation and mode selection needs to be considered si-
multaneously for efﬁcient spectrum sharing, i.e., allocating more spec-
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Figure 4.5. (a) feasibility region, i.e., CS thresholds and spectrum allocation factors for
intra-operator D2D mode given the target rate for cellular mode and (b) nor-
malized average rate for intra-operator D2D users, when λdi = 10 · λbi .
trum for D2D mode should be combined with a higher CS threshold (see
Figure 4.5(a)).
For a low threshold, the interference among D2D users is low but the
associated bandwidth is low too, which results in the low overall D2D
rate. However, increasing the allocated bandwidth beyond a certain point
has adverse effects. Due to the associated high CS threshold, the D2D
self-interference starts reducing the rate in D2D mode. This yields an
optimal point, i.e., the spectrum partition factor and CS threshold where
the D2D user rate is maximized (see Figure 4.5(b)).
In spectrum sharing for D2D communication, there should be at least a
positive sum rate gain achieved by a cellular system enabling D2D com-
munication in comparison with a conventional cellular system where all
transmissions use the BS as a relay. For high D2D user density, the gain
decreases, since the spectrum allocation factor β decreases to satisfy the
cellular target rate τ and at the same time the density of users in D2D
mode increases. Signiﬁcant gain can be obtained for all considered D2D
user densities due to the overall beneﬁt of localized communication (see
Figure 4.6).
4.5.2 Game theory-based spectrum allocation for multiple
operators
In this subsection, the goal is to identify how much spectrum each opera-
tor should commit for overlay inter-operator D2D communication. Since
operators are reluctant to exchange operator-speciﬁc information, i.e.,
utility function and channel state, the inter-operator spectrum sharing
has been considered as a game where operators participating in the game
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Figure 4.6. Gain in comparison with a cellular system without D2D mode functionality,
expressed as λ
c
i ·Qci+λdi ·Qdi
(λci+λ
d
i )·Rci
are players and can compete to maximize their utility. For this, we formu-
late a non-cooperative spectrum sharing game where the operators make
offers about the amount of spectrum they want to contribute to a spec-
trum pool, in a parallel manner, and we design an iterative algorithm to
reach a consensus.
The uniqueness of the Nash Equilibrium (NE) is critical for predicting
the outcome of a game. In case there are multiple NEs, the selected equi-
librium would depend on the initial strategy proﬁle [100]. This might be
undesirable because the performance of an operator would depend on the
initial proposals of other operators. The stability of a NE depends on the
general strategy adjustment process. Each operator iteratively adjusts its
strategy proﬁle in response to the adjustment made by others. If the NE
obtained as a result of such iterative play is globally stable, no matter
where the game starts the ﬁnal outcome is the same, the global stability
of equilibrium candidate points implies uniqueness. In Publication VI,
some conditions under which each operator identiﬁes the uniqueness of
the NE in a distributed manner and can stably converge to the NE, are
provided.
In a non-cooperative game, each player sets its strategy proﬁle to max-
imize the utility in equation (4.1), under operator-speciﬁc constraints for
cellular users Qci and intra-operator D2D users Q
d
i larger than the target
values μi and τi respectively
Maximize :
βi≥βmini
Ui (4.7a)
Subject to : Qci ≥ μi (4.7b)
Qdi ≥ τi (4.7c)
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Figure 4.7. Illustration of NE divergence of best-reply, BRi(·), i ∈ {1, · · · , N} for N = 3
MNOs (Mobile Network Operators). Shaded area shows best-reply strategy
proﬁles responding to opponents’ aggregate proposal, β−i: βi = BRi(β−i).
There exists a unique NE at crossing point but the iterative best-reply pro-
cess (Black line) diverges.
Conditions to have a unique NE point can be identiﬁed, when every
operator has a concave utility function in equation (4.1) ∂
2Ui
∂β2i
< 0 in the
box-constrained region βmini ≤ βi ≤ βmaxi . Since the objective in (4.7a)
is concave and the constraints in (4.7b) and (4.7c) are decreasing with
respect to βi, the optimization problem (4.7) can be transformed into an
equivalent one of maximizing a concave utility subject to a box constraint.
Due to the lack of knowledge of other player’s condition, the iterative
process may not converge to the desired operating point. Two different it-
erative algorithms, best-reply and jacobi-play strategy updates, can be
considered for stably converging to the unique NE. Even if there is a
unique NE, the best-reply might not converge to the equilibrium point
due to myopically overreacting to the responses of the other operators (see
Figure 4.7). On the other hand, the jacobi-play strategy update algorithm
can converge with an appropriate selection of update parameter [101].
Using the jacobi-play update algorithm, we illustrate that the asym-
metric operators who have different intra-operator D2D densities would
contribute unequal amounts of spectrum (see Figure 4.8(a)) but all ex-
perience performance gain compared to the case without inter-operator
D2D support (see Figure 4.8(b)). For densities λd1 < 5, operator 1 who has
less network load contributes the higher fraction of spectrum in the spec-
trum pool, since it has enough capacity to satisfy its own rate constraints.
Because of that, the other operators enjoy more beneﬁt from spectrum
sharing than the operator 1 does. On the other hand, for densities λd1 > 5,
operator 1 contributes only a small fraction for the signaling channel. Op-
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Figure 4.8. (a) Spectrum fraction, βi, for inter-operator D2D, w.r.t density of D2D users
for the operator 1, λd1, and (b) Gain for the operators as compared to the
case without co-primary spectrum sharing, w.r.t density of D2D users for the
operator 1, λd1, when N=3 and λdi≥2=5.
erator 2 and operator 3 still beneﬁt by contributing more fraction. The
performance gain for all operators is high, only if the network load for
operator 1 becomes low.
4.6 Discussion
In this chapter, we discussed mechanisms for mode selection and radio
spectrum allocation for overlay D2D communication. A potential D2D
user measures the activity over the spectrum allocated for D2D trans-
missions and uses a CS threshold to decide about its transmission mode.
By appropriately selecting the CS threshold, the interference among D2D
communication pairs can be controlled and their performance can be im-
proved. This distributed nature of this mechanism leads to less signaling
overhead between D2D users and BSs even in dense deployments. Based
on this method, we ﬁnd spectrum allocation factors and CS thresholds
for maximizing the rate of D2D users under the target rate constraint for
cellular users. Note that while the mode selection is based on the CCA
at the corresponding transmitter, a more efﬁcient mode selection algo-
rithm would be possible by an additional sensing operation at the desired
receiver. In the modiﬁed version of SSI, the receiver is involved in the
selection process [71], but its temporal process suffers from mathemati-
cal intractability. Since D2D communications are usually within a short
distance, and thus a D2D pair experiences similar channel propagation
property, the proposed algorithm would be still a feasible solution for dis-
tributed mode selection.
In the multi-operator D2D setting, the operators may not be willing
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to reveal proprietary information to the competitor and/or to other par-
ties. Because of that, we modeled their interaction as a non-cooperative
game. An operator makes an offer about the amount of spectrum to con-
tribute for multi-operator D2D communication considering only its indi-
vidual performance. In Publication VI, an iterative algorithm based on a
jacobi-play update is designed with a careful selection of update param-
eter for a spectrum sharing scenario where a general number of opera-
tors construct a spectrum pool dedicated to support inter-operator D2D
communication. The formulated game has a unique NE and the sequence
generated by the iterative algorithm converges to it from any initial point.
Using the proposed spectrum sharing solution, we illustrate that all op-
erators may experience signiﬁcant performance gains as compared to no
spectrum sharing. In general, asymmetric operators contribute unequal
amounts of spectrum. An operator may not contribute any spectrum at
all. Nevertheless, the opponent may have the incentive to be cooperative
due to the D2D proximity gain. Operators may experience signiﬁcant per-
formance gains. The particular gain would depend on the operator-speciﬁc
network load, utility and design constraints.
Note that the NE is generally not Pareto-efﬁcient [102], while solutions
at NE points can be obtained by several distributed algorithms. Compar-
ison of NE with Pareto optimality is studied in [103]. It is shown that
Pareto-optimal solutions can be achieved as an NE of the game in self-
ish but cooperating systems. The cooperative approach has a signiﬁcant
increase of signaling overhead and coordination among the operators.
Note that the consequence of the myopic manner in the iterative par-
allel and distributed algorithm might result in a slow convergence rate
and thus might cause a real-time implementation problem. To resolve
this issue, different sequential algorithms such as round robin or random
polling have been proposed in [104] for a dynamic non-cooperative game.
However, their convergence analysis is only valid for the linearized ver-
sion of best-reply algorithm.
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5. Vehicle-mounted base stations in
femto base stations
In this chapter, we consider spectrum sharing across two-tier heteroge-
neous small-cell networks between outdoor and indoor small-cells in a
dense urban city environment, i.e., for frequency planning between street
microcells and indoor femtocells, and focus on the problems of the inter-
cell interference generated from outdoor users along urban street micro-
cells towards indoor femtocell users.
5.1 Introduction
The concept of vehicle-mounted BSs (also referred as moving/parked car
BSs or relays) has been developed to support multi-tier heterogeneous
networks with macrocells or microcells [105–107]. Such coexistence of
heterogeneous networks within the same spectrum is a promising method
to enhance the spectrum efﬁciency. Further network densiﬁcation along
urban street microcells can be used to increase the amount of served load.
At the same time, passengers inside a vehicle can connect to a micro BS
through a gateway with an antenna mounted on the roof of the vehicle
overcoming high penetration loss [108], thereby improving the perfor-
mance for users in the vehicle [109, 110]. However, the road to success
is ﬁlled with challenges such as spectrum authorization and associated
interference issues.
For the spectrum authorization scheme for vehicle-mounted BSs, one
option could be to either partition the spectrum between the macro and
the micro layers, or use the full spectrum under a shared spectrum ac-
cess regime. A similar approach has been proposed for overlaying indoor
femtocells on macrocells [111]. Wireless data trafﬁc ofﬂoading to indoor-
femto cellular band can be considered as a solution for a vehicle-mounted
BS in an outside urban area. Such spectrum coexistence between two
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small-cells in the micro and the femto layers could lead to high spectral
efﬁciency. However, the aggregate cross-tier interference generated from
the high densed vehicle-mounted BSs to the femtocells would form the
main performance bottleneck in a dense urban area [112,113].
Most of the existing studies [114–116] related to vehicle-mounted BSs
either deal with system architecture issues or study the performance of
vehicle-mounted BSs in simpliﬁed scenarios, without considering prac-
tical challenges in ultra-dense urban scenarios. In typical outdoor ur-
ban scenarios, due to the densely deployed small-cells and street canyon
effects, practically it might be more complicated inter-cell interference.
To address this issue, the performance of a vehicle-mounted BS in the
Madrid grid model with a heterogeneous deployment of macro and micro
BSs is evaluated in [117]. However, coexistence between microcell and
femtocell is not studied, and no mathematical tractability is provided.
In this chapter, we present the main methods and results of Publica-
tion VII, aiming to study spectrum coexistence issues between the micro
and femto layers. In order to answer the question: whether the vehicle-
mounted BSs could coexist with an indoor femtocell network or not, we
assess the impact of outdoor vehicular transmissions in microcells along
urban streets on indoor users. To this aim, we develop a model for ag-
gregate interference distribution and SIR distribution at the worst case
indoor femtocells. The proposed model enables a dynamic evaluation of
outage probability in coordination mechanisms between the involved co-
primary small-cell networks. And this model can be used by a spectrum
allocation database evaluating the performance at the femtocell and de-
ciding whether to allocate vehicular and femtocell transmissions in the
same spectrum under a given density of vehicles. The model is presented
in the TeC08 of METIS deliverable D5.4 [9]. The details of the analysis
and more results can be found in Publication VII.
5.2 System model
We consider an abstract and simpliﬁed deployment model as shown in
Figure 5.1 for a dense urban city [118, TC2]. In order to study whether
vehicle communication and indoor femtocells can coexist in the same spec-
trum or not, we focus on the performance at the worst case femtocell lim-
ited by the interference level. The outage probability for the given SIR
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Figure 5.1. System illustration.
target γt at the worst-case located femtocell facing a cross road is
Ot = Pr [SIR < γt] (5.1)
characterized by the SIR distribution which depends on the useful signal
distribution and the aggregate interference distribution at the femtocell.
There are two interfering links to the femtocell: a backhaul link be-
tween an antenna on the roof of the vehicle and a street microcell, and
an access link between in-vehicle BS and the users inside the vehicle.
The backhaul and access links operate at different frequency bands as
in full-duplex fashion. For the two links, two spectrum sharing scenar-
ios are considered. The spectrum of indoor femtocell is shared either i)
with the backhaul link, i.e., antenna on the roof of the vehicle generates
interference to the indoor cell, or ii) with the access link, i.e., in-vehicle
communication generates interference to the indoor cell. The impact of
two links to the femtocell is differentiated by vehicle isolation η, generat-
ing different channel gain, when the same transmitting power is used for
the two links.
Along a street, the active vehicles are distributed according to one di-
mensional PPP on the j-th vertical street by ΦV Uj with density λ
vu
j and on
the j′-th horizontal street by ΦV Uj′ with density λ
vu
j′ . Both streets in the
Manhattan two-dimensional grid are symmetric and a constant vehicle
density is used on all the streets. The independent property of PPP al-
lows us to focus only on one type of street and incorporate the impact of
horizontal streets. In [119], one-dimensional PPP is used to model the lo-
cations of vehicles in two perpendicular single-lane roads, but the canyon
effect is ignored in their analysis.
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While the power law model is sufﬁcient to describe distance-based prop-
agation pathloss in outdoor macrocells, attenuation along street micro-
cells is described by more accurate models where the power law changes
beyond a certain distance breakpoint [120]. The distance-based pathloss
in the Manhattan grid l(r1, r2) = Cr−21 r
−α
2 is a function of attenuation
constant C, NLOS distance r1, LOS distance r2, and the attenuation ex-
ponent α (see also Figure 5.1). The impact of fast/slow fading can also be
incorporated into the model. This model captures the main characteristics
of practical pathloss, but it is much simpler to analyze than, e.g., Urban
Micro (UMi) models [121], and thus makes the analytic treatment of inter-
ference distribution more involved with a stochastic geometry approach.
We assume that the source-destination fading is Nakagami-m distributed
and the interfering fading is Rayleigh distributed. Next, we propose a
model for the interference distribution and evaluate its moments.
5.3 Interference model
In this section, we aim to model the aggregate interference generated from
a vehicle-mounted BS at an indoor femtocell user located at the build-
ing corner near the street intersection. The aggregate interference comes
from the concurrent transmitting vehicle-mounted BSs on all streets uti-
lizing the femtocell channel. The amount of interference generated to the
femtocell user at the worst location, i.e., the building corner, can be ex-
pressed as the sum of interference levels from all active vehicle BSs on all
vertical and horizontal streets
IV U=
∑
j
IV Uj +
∑
j′
IV Uj′
=
∑
j
∑
k∈ΦV Uj
P · xk · l(r1,k, r2,j) +
∑
j′
∑
k′∈ΦV U
j′
P · xk′ · l(r1,k′ , r2,j′) (5.2)
The aggregate interference can be completely characterized by its PDF,
but there is no known expression for the PDF of the interference IV U
in (5.2). Thus, alternatively, the aggregate interference can be character-
ized by using the LT of the interference distribution. When the integral
for the inverse LT does not exist in closed-form, the use of approximations
for the aggregate interference is motivated as a means to provide simple
and useful expressions. Next, we show 1) the LT of the interference dis-
tribution by using the property of PPP, e.g., the PGFL, and 2) the approxi-
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mated interference by using the method of moments, which estimates the
parameters of interest.
5.3.1 Laplace Transform of interference distribution
The LT of the aggregate interference from vehicles distributed as one-
dimensional PPP on the j-th vertical street in a Manhattan grid is given
by
LIV Uj (s) = E
[
e−s·I
V U
j
]
= E
[
e
−s·∑
k∈ΦV U
j
P ·xk·l(r1,k,r2,j)
]
(5.3i)
(p1)
= E
⎡
⎢⎣ ∏
k∈ΦV Uj
e−s·P ·xk·l(r1,k,r2,j)
⎤
⎥⎦ (p2)= E
⎡
⎢⎣ ∏
k∈ΦV Uj
1
1 + sPxkl(r1,k, r2,j)
⎤
⎥⎦
(5.3ii)
(p3)
= e
−2λvuj
∫∞
0
s·P ·l(r,r2,j)
1+s·P ·l(r,r2,j)dr = e
−πλvuj
√
s·P ·C
(j·D)α (5.3iii)
where (p1) follows from the i.i.d. distribution of the fading xk, (p2) follows
from the exponential distribution of xk with mean equal to unity, and (p3)
follows from the PGFL [37] of the one-dimensional PPP.
Since the PPPs along different vertical streets are independent among
each other, the LT of the aggregate interference from all vertical streets
LIV U (s) is equal to the product of the LTs from each vertical street [122]
LIV U (s)=
∏
j
LIV Uj (s)=e
−πλvu
{
1+ζ(α2 )D
−α2
}√
s·P ·C (5.4)
where ζ(·) denotes the Riemann zeta function, D = Db+Ds is the distance
between neighboring streets in Figure 5.1, z = P · C for singular pathloss
model, and λvu = λvuj , ∀j.
The singular pathloss model might cause inaccurate interference mod-
eling in the near-ﬁeld, i.e., inﬁnite interference level when r1 = 0 and
r2,j = 0. In a more practical case, a non-singular pathloss model is taken
into account by limiting r1 ≥ 1, and r2,j = 1 is considered for the vertical
street facing the considered femtocell j = 0. Thus, the LT of the aggregate
interference from the j-th street is
LIV Uj (s) = e
−2λvuj
∫∞
1
s·P ·l(r,r2,j)
1+s·P ·l(r,r2,j)dr = e
−2λvuj
∫∞
1
s·P ·C
(j·D)αr2+s·P ·C dr (5.5i)
(p1)
= e
−2λvuj
√
s·P ·C
(j·D)α arctan
(√
s·P ·C
(j·D)α
)
(5.5ii)
where (p1) follows from the integration rule
∫∞
1
s
ur2+s
dr =
√
s
u ·arctan(
√
s
u)
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Figure 5.2. Approximations of interference level distribution using Gamma and inverse-
Gamma distribution with non-singular pathloss model, when (a) the interfer-
ence from the closest street j = 0 is not considered and (b) the interference
from all vertical streets is considered.
[123, 2.172], and the one from all vertical streets is
LIV U (s) = e−2λ
vu
∑∞
j=0
√
s·P ·C
(j·D)α arctan
(√
s·P ·C
(j·D)α
)
(5.6)
5.3.2 Approximation of interference distribution
The interference is approximated by using inverse Gamma distribution
and Gamma distribution with second-order moment matching, based on
the fact that the LT of the interference in equation (5.4) resembles the CF
of the Levy distribution. With Method #1 in section 2.1.1, the interference
distribution is approximated by a ﬁtted inverse Gamma distribution with
scale a = E[I
V U ]2
E[IV U 2]−E[IV U ]2 + 2 and shape b = E[I
V U ](a− 1) and Gamma
distribution with scale a and shape 1/b, IV U−1 ∼ ga,1/b. The ﬁrst two
moments of the interference can be found based on the LT, E[IV Un] =
lim
s→0
(−1)n dndsnLIV U (s) and expressed as
E[IV U ]=2λvu
∞∑
j=0
z
(j ·D)α=2λ
vu · z
(
1 +
ζ(α)
Dα
)
(5.7i)
E[IV U
2
]=
4λvu
3
∞∑
j=0
z2
(j ·D)2α + E[I
V U ]2=
4λvu · z2
3
(
1 +
ζ(2α)
D2α
)
+ E[IV U ]2
(5.7ii)
Both distributions are accurate in the upper tail which would determine
the accuracy of the approximation in the lower tail of the SIR distribu-
tion (see Figure 5.2). The inverse Gamma distribution achieves better
approximation over the full distribution body. And it is interesting to note
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Figure 5.3. Comparison of outage probability for simulation result and analytical result
in equation (2.3) with respect to vehicle BS density λ and vehicle isolation
η when Nakagami fading parameter m = 1, mean wanted signal level is
W = −40 dBm and SIR target is γ = 15 dB. For mounted roof-top antenna,
car isolation is equal to η = 0 dB.
that the mean interference level decreases by approximately 50 dB if the
impact of the street facing the femtocell of interest j = 0 is not consid-
ered. For mounted roof-top antennas, frequency planning between street
microcells and indoor femtocells could be an option for performance en-
hancement.
5.4 Interference control
With a low complex and accurate interference model, we aim to control
some parameters such as the density of vehicles and the uplink trans-
mit power level to control the aggregate interference and to satisfy the
outage probability which can be illustrated by 1) the LT of the aggregate
interference and 2) by the approximated SIR distribution.
With Method #2 in section 2.1.2, the outage probability, when the source
destination fading is Nakagami-m distributed with mean signal level W ,
can be expressed in terms of the LT of the aggregate interference. The
outage probability at the femtocell is approximated as a function of the
density λvu of uplink transmissions (see Figure 5.3). With more than a 20
dB increase in vehicle isolation or reduction in transmit power level, the
outage probability decreases at acceptable values even for a high density
of vehicles.
The amount of computations might be high particularly when the shape
m of the Nakagami distribution is high (see equation (2.3) in Chapter 2).
Approximating the SIR distribution can be useful for estimating not only
the outage probability but also the moments of the SIR distribution. This
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Figure 5.4. SIR distribution when vehicle BS density is λvu = 0.1 cars/m, the mean
wanted signal level is W = −40 dBm, and vehicle isolations are (a) η = 0
dB and (b) η = 20 dB
fact motivates the use of approximations for the SIR distribution by some
known function so as to assess its mean and higher moments in a low-
complex manner.
The SIR W · IV U−1 can be expressed as product of two independent
Gamma random variables, since the useful signal level in the Nakagami-
m fading channel is Gamma distributed with scale m and shape θ, W ∼
gm,θ where θ = Wm , and the inverse interference level is also Gamma dis-
tributed with IV U−1 ∼ ga,1/b. By normalizing the respective shape pa-
rameters, the normalized SIR γn = bθ · WIV U becomes the product of two
Gamma random variables with shape equal to unity, g1 = W · θ−1 ∼ gm,1
and g2 = IV U
−1 · b ∼ ga,1, thus γn = g1 · g2. The resulting PDF of the nor-
malized SIR can be expressed in terms of a Meijer G-function [124]. The
corresponding CDF can be obtained by integrating over the PDF and can
too be expressed in terms of a Meijer G-function
Pr
[
b
θ
· W
IV U
≤ γn
]
=
G 2 11 3
(
1
m,a,0
∣∣γn)
Γ(m)Γ(a)
(5.8)
where G 2 11 3
(
1
m,a,0
∣∣γn) = Γ(a−m)γmnm 1F2(m;m + 1 − a,m + 1; γn) +
Γ(m−a)γan
a 1F2(a; a+1−m, a+1; γn). Equation (5.8) can be used as the CDF
of the SIR distribution by properly shifting the axis Pr
[
b
θ · WIV U ≤ γn
]
=
Pr
[
W
IV U
≤ θbγn
]
= Pr
[
W
IV U
≤ γ]. The mean SIR is underestimated by 2.5
dB, but the Meijer G-function is accurate in the lower tail (see Figure 5.4).
In-car communication can coexist with the spectrum of indoor femtocell,
while the mounted roof-top antennas generate an unacceptably high in-
terference level at the femtocell.
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5.5 Discussion
In this chapter, we discussed coexistence between indoor small-cells and
vehicular communication. We developed a model useful for assessing the
outage probability at the indoor femtocell due to the interference gener-
ated from vehicle communications in an ultra-dense urban scenario. We
analyzed two relevant spectrum sharing scenarios and conducted the out-
age probability analysis in both: (i) communication from mounted anten-
nas on the roof of the vehicles to the infrastructure network utilizes the
same spectrum with indoor femtocells, and (ii) in-vehicle communication
utilizes the same spectrum along with indoor femtocells while vehicle-to-
infrastructure communication is allocated at a different spectrum. With
mounted antennas on the top of the vehicles the outage probability be-
comes prohibitively high given that the density of vehicular transmissions
is high too. On the other hand, with in-vehicle BSs, the isolation due to
the vehicle shell and the possibility to use lower power levels inside the
vehicle make it possible to maintain a low outage probability at the fem-
tocell even for a high car density.
Note that for the analytic treatment of interference distribution in the
stochastic geometry approach, our proposed model is simpliﬁed in the
pathloss model and deployment model aspects. Compared to a single
slope pathloss model, dual-slope models have been shown to more closely
match empirical results and to have signiﬁcantly different characteristics
in dense networks [125, 126]. Such models use different pathloss expo-
nents for LOS and NLOS links. Our dual-slope model is simpler, with a
ﬁxed pathloss exponent α for the NLOS link, than the UMi model in the
Manhattan grid layout [121] where the pathloss exponent and attenua-
tion constant are dependent on the LOS and NLOS link distances. The
relatively simple form allows to rapidly evaluate the impact of vehicular
transmissions with few input environmental parameters. Note also that,
when a transmitter and receiver are located on parallel streets, more ac-
curate interference distribution can be modeled by considering the signal
components propagating through the street canyons which must turn at
two intersections, namely the 2-turn NLOS pathloss model [127].
Vehicles are assumed to be distributed along a street according to a
one-dimensional PPP. As shown in equation (5.4), the independent prop-
erty [122] of the PPPs enables us to factorize the outage probability into
separate factors for the interference contribution from each street. We can
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add additional parallel lanes on the same street, but separated by a ﬁxed
distance. Note that from the practical point of view, a homogeneous PPP
may not be realistic [128], since it does not capture reduced vehicle speed
near the intersection in the Manhattan topology, and more sophisticated
models may be required for in-homogeneous situations. In such a case,
equation (5.5i) can be generalized by allowing λvuj to be a function of the
distance r, e.g., λvuj (r). To maintain a certain in-homogeneity of vehicles,
we may further employ some random mobility models [129,130]. Also, the
locations of the vehicles could be correlated according to spectrum access
scheduling, i.e., vehicles with a CSMA-type MAC [131].
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6.1 Summary and conclusions
A promising solution to inefﬁcient spectrum utilization and spectrum
scarcity problem is shared use of spectrum. In this thesis, we have focused
on the shared use of licensed spectrum introducing controlled interference
and ensuring performance reliability to entities operating in the shared
spectrum. Different spectrum sharing options in terms of spectrum access
priority, technology and deployment scenario are considered. Irrespective
of sharing options, the sharing entities need to somehow deal with extra
interference which is one of the main parameters limiting spectral efﬁ-
ciency and performance gains. Thus, the main challenge in a shared use
of spectrum is to manage/control the extra interference in a low-complex
manner, supporting different technologies in different deployments: i)
database-assisted secondary spectrum access in the TV band and ii) co-
primary shared access in the cellular band.
One approach to secondary use of spectrum is to allow secondary sys-
tems to access spectrum resources that have been allocated to a primary
system, under the obligation that the secondary usage does not harmfully
interfere with the primary service. In addition, self-interference within
the secondary system needs also to be taken into account, as in LSA mode.
In this thesis, database-controlled secondary spectrum access is consid-
ered. The TV spectrum is utilized by a licensed secondary system outside
of TV coverage, using the geolocation database which includes some in-
formation such as the list of available channels and operational rules for
secondary access, and allocates some operational parameters to the sec-
ondary system.
We consider transmit power and CS threshold as tuning parameters.
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Given the available margin, the sum rate utilities are maximized for
the power allocation algorithm. Under secondary cellular converge con-
straints, we illustrate that the optimal power density allocation tends to
be uniform. The uniform approximation reduces the amount of computa-
tions, making it possible to assess cellular capacity on a national level.
The CS threshold can be used as a common parameter for exploiting
the TV spectrum more efﬁciently with the TV protection requirements.
The parameter can be adjusted to set the maximum allowable number of
active secondary nodes with the CSMA-type MAC, which limits the cross-
tier interference in the TV system, and the spatial separation among the
active nodes, which avoids strong self-interference in the secondary sys-
tem in LSA mode. However, it is difﬁcult to identify a common parameter
due to the existence of borders and protection regions. This difﬁculty is
resolved by a low complexity method where given the maximum density
of users in ﬁnite deployment, the CS range is set and is mapped to a CS
threshold.
For the co-primary shared access, we consider two different operational
levels; spectrum sharing i) between two small-cells belonging to different
operators, and ii) between two users belonging to different operators. The
cell-level operation is about outdoor moving cells coexisting with indoor
femtocell in a Manhattan street deployment. We develop a low-complexity
and accurate model to capture cross-tier interference statistic and perfor-
mance at the femtocell by using one-dimensional PPP. Through the pro-
posed model, we study how the density of vehicles, the uplink transmit
power level and the vehicle isolation impact the outage probability at the
femtocell. We argue that for mounted roof-top antennas frequency plan-
ning between street microcells and indoor femtocells could be an option for
performance enhancement, while in-vehicle and femtocell communication
can coexist in the same spectrum.
The user level operation for spectrum sharing is about proximity-based
short-range direct links between two end devices subscribed to different
operators. We propose a mechanism for interference control and spectrum
allocation for inter-operator D2D communication. One issue is about the
cross-tier interference among cellular link, intra-operator D2D link, and
inter-operator D2D link, which requires large amount of signaling over-
head. Since operators might not be willing to reveal proprietary informa-
tion, D2D overlay mode is a feasible solution for the inter-operator D2D
links. In such an overlay approach, there is no cross-tier interference
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among cellular and D2D links. However, the cellular spectrum might
be used inefﬁciently. One way to improve spectrum utilization is to use
proper mode selection which controls the amount of self-interference in as-
sociated D2D overlay mode in a distributed manner eliminating the com-
munication signaling overhead between D2D users and their home BSs,
based on the spectrum usage activity captured by the self-interference
model.
For such inter-operator direct links, associated operators jointly use a
part of their licensed spectrum. At the same time they become competitor
to each other in making an offer for their contributions to a shared band.
For this purpose, we use a non-cooperative game approach where partic-
ipating operators reach a consensus with a proposed iterative algorithm.
Using the proposed spectrum sharing solution, all operators experience
signiﬁcant performance gains as compared to no spectrum sharing, with
low computational complexity and signaling overhead.
6.2 Future work
In this thesis, we studied the problem of modeling interference in differ-
ent deployment scenarios under some assumptions leading to tractable
closed-form expressions and thus, enabling an understanding of the ef-
fects of the fundamental design parameters on system behavior. One
straightforward extension is to relax the assumptions and investigate how
the proposed solutions may behave.
We take the fundamental assumption of the optimistic fading effect,
two-dimensional deployment scenarios, one antenna per node, and fre-
quency bands below 6 GHz. We did not take into account the combined
effect of large-scale fading and small-scale fading for simplicity. We only
a consider co-channel model with Lognormal fading in the TV band, and
Nakagami-m and Rayleigh fading in the cellular band, since each assump-
tion allows for performance characterization. As a future work, more
generalized models for accuracy and analytical tractability are needed.
With the recent release of a three-dimensional channel model [132], 3GPP
has made a clear statement for the future of wireless network model-
ing such as beam-forming. A considerable effort should be directed to-
wards augmenting the existing models by a third dimension [133]. More-
over, the models in this thesis only enable to account for a SISO system.
Since future wireless cellular system will heavily rely on MIMO transmis-
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sions [132], their support also yields an important topic for further work.
Also, investigating the interplay between D2D communications and mas-
sive MIMO in other higher frequency bands, such as the mmWave, will
be an interesting future direction. In mmWave systems we need directiv-
ity gain to compensate for severe channel attenuation. This directional-
ity, however, promises a signiﬁcant gain in D2D communications due to
a substantially lower amount of multiuser interference in mmWave net-
works. Nevertheless, uncoordinated transmission in an unlicensed fre-
quency band requires interference management.
We employed MPP type II as a repulsive point process for a CSMA-type
MAC, in order to consider performance degradation by nearby transmis-
sion, i) in a secondary system for LSA and ii) in D2D communication with
distributed mode selection for CSA, based on the assumption of CS range
HCD δ, larger than the useful link distance δ > rd. This is mainly due
to a hidden node problem issue; however, the assumption is reasonable in
our proposed method due to i) in a secondary system, the doubled HCD
2δ which is originally proposed as a simple but loose upper bound for the
number of points generated from a MPP type III [48], and ii) also, in D2D
communication, a short useful direct link distance between the D2D pair
based on proximity-based service communication. Nevertheless, still an
accurate and more sophisticated interference model for a more general
case is needed to reﬂect upon not only the hidden node problem with an
RTS/CTS handshake [134] but also the exposed node problem. In ad-
dition, it will be necessary to mitigate the underestimation problem of
the MPP type II not only under the relatively low density of the parent
PPP [135] but also in more general high density cases.
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